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568 Guided Electromagnetic Waves 

The uniform plane wave solutions developed in Chapter 7 
cannot in actuality exist throughout all space, as an infinite 
amount of energy would be required from the sources. 
However, TEM waves can also propagate in the region of 
finite volume between electrodes. Such electrode structures, 
known as transmission lines, are used for electromagnetic 
energy flow from power (60 Hz) to microwave frequencies, as 
delay lines due to the finite speed c of electromagnetic waves, 
and in pulse forming networks due to reflections at the end of 
the line. Because of the electrode boundaries, more general 
wave solutions are also permitted where the electric and 
magnetic fields are no longer perpendicular. These new 
solutions also allow electromagnetic power flow in closed 
single conductor structures known as waveguides. 

8-1 	 THE TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS 

8-1-1 The Parallel Plate Transmission Line 

The general properties of transmission lines are illustrated 
in Figure 8-1 by the parallel plate electrodes a small distance d 
apart enclosing linear media with permittivity E and 
permeability jp. Because this spacing d is much less than the 
width w or length 1, we neglect fringing field effects and 
assume that the fields only depend on the z coordinate. 

The perfectly conducting electrodes impose the boundary 
conditions: 

(i) The tangential component of E is zero. 
(ii) 	 The normal component of B (and thus H in the linear 

media) is zero. 

With these constraints and the, neglect of fringing near the 
electrode edges, the fields cannot depend on x or y and thus 
are of the following form: 

E = E.(z, t)i, 
H =H,(z, t)i, 

which when substituted into Maxwell's equations yield 
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Figure 8-1 The simplest transmission line consists of two parallel perfectly conduct
ing plates a small distance d apart. 

E aH,VxE= -a 
at 9z a 

E(2)E HA 
at az at 

We recognize these equations as the same ones developed 
for plane waves in Section 7-3-1. The wave solutions found 
there are also valid here. However, now it is more convenient 
to introduce the circuit variables of voltage and current along 
the transmission line, which will depend on z and t. 

Kirchoff's voltage and current laws will not hold along the 
transmission line as the electric field in (2) has nonzero curl 
and the current along the electrodes will have a divergence 
due to the time varying surface charge distribution, o-r = 

eE,(z, t). Because E has a curl, the voltage difference 
measured between any two points is not unique, as illustrated 
in Figure 8-2, where we see time varying magnetic flux pass
ing through the contour LI. However, no magnetic flux 
passes through the path L2, where the potential difference is 
measured between the two electrodes at the same value of z, 
as the magnetic flux is parallel to the surface. Thus, the 
voltage can be uniquely defined between the two electrodes at 
the same value of z: 

2 

v(z, t)= E - dl = E.(z, t)d (3) 

z =const 
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Figure 8-2 The potential difference measured between any two arbitrary points at 
different positions z, and zs on the transmission line is not unique-the line integral L, 
of the electric field is nonzero since the contour has magnetic flux passing through it. If 
the contour L2 lies within a plane of constant z such as at z,, no magnetic flux passes 
through it so that the voltage difference between the two electrodes at the same value 
of z is unique. 

Similarly, the tangential component of H is discontinuous 
at each plate by a surface current :K. Thus, the total current 
i(z, t) flowing in the z direction on the lower plate is 

i(z, t)= Kw = Hw (4) 

Substituting (3) and (4) back into (2) results in the trans
mission line equations: 

av 8i 

az 8t 

8i av 
(5) 

z -at 

where L and C are the inductance and capacitance per unit 
length of the parallel plate structure: 

pd
L = -henry/m, C=--farad/m (6)

w d 

If both quantities are multiplied by the length of the line 1, 
we obtain the inductance of a single turn plane loop if the line 
were short circuited, and the capacitance of a parallel plate 
capacitor if the line were open circuited. 

It is no accident that the LC product 

LC= eSA = 1/c2 (7) 
is related to the speed of light in the medium. 

8-1-2 General Transmission Line Structures 

The transmission line equations of (5) are valid for any 
two-conductor structure of arbitrary shape in the transverse 
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xy plane but whose cross-sectional area does not change along 
its axis in the z direction. L and C are the inductance and 
capacitance per unit length as would be calculated in the 
quasi-static limits. Various simple types of transmission lines 
are shown in Figure 8-3. Note that, in general, the field 
equations of (2) must be extended to allow for x and y 
components but still no z components: 

E = ET(x, y, z, t)= E.i+Ei,, E,= 0 
(8)

H = HT(x,y, z, )= H.i.+Hi,, H =0 

We use the subscript T in (8) to remind ourselves that the 
fields lie purely in the transverse xy plane. We can then also 
distinguish between spatial derivatives along the z axis (a/az) 
from those in the transverse plane (a/ax, alay): 

V=VT+iz a (9) 
a az 

ax ay 

We may then write Maxwell's equations as 

a aHT 
VTXET+--(i. X ET)= - aT 

az at 

VTXHI+---(i. x HT)= E
az at 

VT- ET=0 (10) 

VT-HT=O 

The following vector properties for the terms in (10) apply: 

(i) VTxHT and VTXET, lie purely in the z direction. 
(ii) i x ET and i2 X HT lie purely in the xy plane. 

C- D- 1

Two wire line 

Coaxial cable Wire above plane 

Figure 8-3 Various types of simple transmission lines. 
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Thus, the equations in (10) may be separated by equating 
vector components: 

VTXET=, VrXHr=0 

VT - ET=0, Vr-Hr(=) 

8(i ) -(i.XHT) 8E=8 HrTazBz at (at (12) 
8 OET-(i.XHT)=E-

az at 

where the Faraday's law equalities are obtained by crossing 
with i, and expanding the double cross product 

i. X (i. XET)=iZ(i ET)-ET(i. - i.)= -ET (13) 

and remembering that i, - ET =0. 
The set of 'equations in (11) tell us that the field depen

dences on the transverse coordinates are the same as if the 
system were static and source free. Thus, all the tools 
developed for solving static field solutions, including the two-
dimensional Laplace's equations and the method of images, 
can be used to solve for ET and HT in the transverse xy plane. 

We need to relate the fields to the voltage and current 
defined as a function of z and t for the transmission line of 
arbitrary shape shown in Figure 8-4 as 

2 

V(Z, t)= E- (14) 

i(z, t)= tour - ds 
at constant z 
enclosing the 
inner conductor 

The related quantities of charge per unit length q and flux 
per unit length A along the transmission line are 

q(z,t)=E ET-nds 
CO"st (15) 

A(Z, t) = / HT -(i. Xdl) 
z-const 

The capacitance and inductance per unit length are then 
defined as the ratios: 

C - q)_ e fL ET - ds 
V(z, t) E, -Td- I (16) 

-(i._ Xd) 
_ (z _ P fHL 

i(z, t) - fL H- ds -cons 
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ds=-n xi, 
X 

2 H n 

Figure 8-4 A general transmission line has two perfect conductors whose cross-
sectional area does not change in the direction along its z axis, but whose shape in the 
transverse xy plane is arbitrary. The electric and magnetic fields are perpendicular, lie 
in the transverse xy plane, and have the same dependence on x and y as if the fields 
were static. 

which are constants as the geometry of the transmission line 
does not vary with z. Even though the fields change with z, the 
ratios in (16) do not depend on the field amplitudes. 

To obtain the general transmission line equations, we dot 
the upper equation in (12) with dl, which can be brought 
inside the derivatives since dI only varies with x and y and not 
z or t. We then integrate the resulting equation over a line at 
constant z joining the two electrodes: 

y (i2 X H,) - dl) E- - U) = j 

=- f2 H,. - (L. X dl)) (17) 

where the last equality is obtained using the scalar triple 
product allowing the interchange of the dot and the cross: 

(i. X HT) - dl= --(HT Xi) - d1= -HT- (i X dl) (18) 

We recognize the left-hand side of (17) as the z derivative 
of the voltage defined in (14), while the right-hand side is the 
negative time derivative of the flux per unit length defined in 
(15): 

av 8A ai 
---- =-L- (19)az at at 

We could also have derived this last relation by dotting the 
upper equation in (12) with the normal n to the inner 
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conductor and then integrating over the contour L sur
rounding the inner conductor: 

-Erds)= ay~ n - (ixXHT) ds) = -- HT d 

(20) 

where the last equality was again obtained by interchanging 
the dot and the cross in the scalar triple product identity: 

n - (i. XHT)=(nx i.) - HT=-HT - ds (21) 

The left-hand side of (20) is proportional to the charge per 
unit length defined in (15), while the right-hand side is pro
portional to the current defined in (14): 

laq ai a>Cv 6A ai (2- -y* C -es(22)Eaz at az at 
Since (19) and (22) must be identical, we obtain the general 

result previously obtained in Section 6-5-6 that the 
inductance and capacitance per unit length of any arbitrarily 
shaped transmission line are related as 

LC = IL (23) 

We obtain the second transmission line equation by dotting 
the lower equation in (12) with dl and integrating between 
electrodes: 

HT - (i X d1))E, - dl) =_ (, HT) -dl = -a 

(24) 

to yield from (14)-(16) and (23) 

av 18A L ai ai av
6-=---=-- -=-=-C-E (25)

at j az Z az az at 

EXAMPLE 8-1 THE COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINE 

Consider the coaxial transmission line shown in Figure 8-3 
composed of two perfectly conducting concentric cylinders of 
radii a and b enclosing a linear medium with permittivity e 
and permeability 1L. We solve for the transverse dependence 
of the fields as if the problem were static, independent of 
time. If the voltage difference between cylinders is v with the 
inner cylinder carrying a total current i the static fields are 

r rIn (b/a)' 2 7rr 
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The surface charge per unit length q and magnetic flux per 
unit length A are 

q = eE,(r=a)2na in(ba
In (b/a) 

A = fH, dr = l -n 
21r a 

so that the capacitance and inductance per unit length of this 
structure are 

L=A= Ln bC=-q= 2E 
v In (b/a)' i 21r a 

where we note that as required 

LC = ey 

Substituting Er and H4 into (12) yields the following trans
mission line equations: 

Er aH, av = i 

az at az at 

aH afE, ai av 
e- -C

az at az at 

8-1-3 Distributed Circuit Representation 

Thus far we have emphasized the field theory point of view 
from which we have derived relations for the voltage and 
current. However, we can also easily derive the transmission 
line equations using a distributed equivalent circuit derived 
from the following criteria: 

(i) 	 The flow of current through a lossless medium between 
two conductors is entirely by displacement current, in 
exactly the same way as a capacitor. 

(ii) 	 The flow of current along lossless electrodes generates a 
magnetic field as in an inductor. 

Thus, we may discretize the transmission line into many 
small incremental sections of length Az with series inductance 
L Az and shunt capacitance C Az, where L and C are the 
inductance and capacitance per unit lengths. We can also take 
into account the small series resistance of the electrodes R Az, 
where R is the resistance per unit length (ohms per meter) 
and the shunt conductance loss in the dielectric G Az, where 
G is. the conductance per unit length (siemens per meter). If 
the transmission line and dielectric are lossless, R =0, G =0. 
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The resulting equivalent circuit for a lossy transmission line 
shown in Figure 8-5 shows that the current at z + Az and z 
differ by the amount flowing through the shunt capacitance 
and conductance: 

av(z, t)i(z,t)-i(z+Az,t)=CAz +GAzv(z,t) (26)at 
Similarly, the voltage difference at z +Az from z is due to the 
drop across the series inductor and resistor: 

8i(z +Az, t)
v(z, t)-v(z+Az, t)= L Az- +i(z+Az, t)R Az (27)at 

By dividing (26) and (27) through by Az and taking the 
limit as Az-+0, we obtain the lossy transmission line equa
tions: 

i(z+Az,t)-i(z,t) ai av
im =--=-C--GvAz-0 AZ az at 

(28) 
v(z+Az,t)-v(z,t) av ai .lim =--=-L-- iR

sz-0 Az az at 
which reduce to (19) and (25) when R and G are zero. 

8-1-4 Power Flow 

Multiplying the upper equation in (28) by v and the lower 
by i and then adding yields the circuit equivalent form of 
Poynting's theorem: 

a(vi)=a(tC2 +Li)-Gv-i 
2 R (29) 

az at. 

ilz - As, t) V(S - As, t) A~s, t) V(Z i(s + As, t) sv( ,+ A 
LAs Ras Las Ras LAS Ras Las 

C Gas CAS Gas Ca, Gas 

Z--As 2 2 as 

v(,)- v(. +A.,t) = LA.yi( + A.,t) + its+ A., )R A. 

i(s, t) - is + As. t) = CAz I v(z, t) + GAWSv(', t) 

Figure 8-5 Distributed circuit model of a transmission line including small series and 
shunt resistive losses. 
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The power flow vi is converted into energy storage (ACv 2 + 
ALi2 ) or is dissipated in the resistance and conductance per 
unit lengths. 

From the fields point of view the total electromagnetic 
power flowing down the transmission line at any position z is 

P(z,t)=j (ETxHT)-idS= ET-(HTxit)dS (30) 

where S is the region between electrodes in Figure 8-4. 
Because the transverse electric field is curl free, we can define 
the scalar potential 

VXET=O*ET =-VTV (31) 

so that (30) can be rewritten as 

JP(z, t) = (i X HT) VTVdS (32) 

It is useful to examine the vector expansion 

.20 
VT- [V(i. X H)]=(i. X HT) VTV+ VVTr- (iX H ) 

(33) 

where the last term is zero because i. is a constant vector and 
HT is also curl free: 

VT-* (i.xHT)=HT-(VTXi.)-i. (VTXHT)=O (34) 

Then (32) can be converted to a line integral using the two-
dimensional form of the divergence theorem: 

P(z, t)=J VT- [ V(I. X H)]dS 

(35) 
=-f V(i 1 XHr)-nds 

contours on 
the surfaces of 
both electrodes 

where the line integral is evaluated at constant z along the 
surface of both electrodes. The minus sign arises in (35) 
because n is defined inwards in Figure 8-4 rather than 
outwards as is usual in the divergence theorem. Since we are 
free to pick our zero potential reference anywhere, we take 
the outer conductor to be at zero voltage. Then the line 
integral in (35) is only nonzero over the inner conductor, 
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where V v: 

P(zt) =- f(i.XHT)-nds 
inner 
conductor 

=v f(HT X it) - n ds 
inner 
conductor 

=v HT -(i 2 x n) ds 
inne~tr 
condco 

= v HT ds 
inne~ur 
condco 

= vi (36) 

where we realized that (i, x n) ds = ds, defined in Figure 8-4 if 
L lies along the surface of the inner conductor. The elec
tromagnetic power flowing down a transmission line just 
equals the circuit power. 

8-1-5 The Wave Equation 

Restricting ourselves now to lossless transmission lines so 
that R = G =0 in (28), the two coupled equations in voltage 
and current can be reduced to two single wave equations in v 
and i: 

a2V 2 82v 
-=c at aZ2 

a~i a~i(37) 

where the speed of the waves is 

1 1 
c m/sec (38) 

As we found in Section 7-3-2 the solutions to (37) are 
propagating waves in the z directions at the speed c: 

v(z, t)=V(t -z/c)+V-(t+z/c) 

i(z, t) = I+(t - z/c) + I-(t + z/c) 

where the functions V+, V.-, I, and I- are .determined by 
boundary conditions imposed by sources and transmission 
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line terminations. By substituting these solutions back into 
(28) with R = G = 0, we find the voltage and current functions 
related as 

V 4 = I'Zo 
(40)

V- =-I-zo 

where 

Zo =vJL/C ohm (41) 

is known as the characteristic impedance of the transmission 
line, analogous to the wave impedance - in Chapter 7. Its 
inverse Yo = I/ZO is also used and is termed the characteristic 
admittance. In practice, it is difficult to measure L and C of a 
transmission line directly. It is easier to measure the wave 
speed c and characteristic impedance Zo and then calculate L 
and C from (38) and (41). 

The most useful form of the transmission line solutions of 
(39) that we will use is 

v(z, t)= V.(t - z/c) + V(t + z/c) 

i(z, 1)= Yo[V+(t - z/c) - V-(t + z/c)] 

Note the complete duality between these voltage-current 
solutions and the plane wave solutions in Section 7-3-2 for the 
electric and magnetic fields. 

8-2 TRANSMISSION LINE TRANSIENT WAVES 

The easiest way to solve for transient waves on transmission 
lines is through use of physical reasoning as opposed to 
mathematical rigor. Since the waves travel at a speed c, once 
generated they cannot reach any position z until a time z/c 
later. Waves traveling in the positive z direction are described 
by the function V,(t-z/c) and waves traveling in the -z 
direction by V_(t + z/c). However, at any time t and position z, 
the voltage is equal to the sum of both solutions while the 
current is proportional to their difference. 

8-2-1 Transients on Infinitely Long Transmission Lines 

The transmission line shown in Figure 8-6a extends to 
infinity in the positive z direction. A time varying voltage 
source V(t) that is turned on at t =0 is applied at z =0 to the 
line which is initially unexcited. A positively traveling wave 
V+(t - z/c) propagates away from the source. There is no 
negatively traveling wave, V-(t + z/c) = 0. These physical 
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Figure 8-6 (a) A semi-infinite transmission line excited by a voltage source at z = 0. (b) 
To the source, the transmission line looks like a resistor Z, equal to the characteristic 
impedance. (c) The spatial distribution of the voltage v(z, t) at various times for a 
staircase pulse of V(t). (d) If the voltage source is applied to the transmission line 
through a series resistance R,, the voltage across the line at z =0 is given by the voltage 
divider relation. 

arguments are verified mathematically by realizing that at 
t =0 the voltage and current are zero for z >0, 

v(z, t = 0) = V+(-z/c) + V(z/c)= 0 

i(z, t =0) = Yo[V+(-z/c) - V(z/c)]= 0 
which only allows the trivial solutions 

V+(-z/c) = 0, V-(z/c) =0 (2) 

Since z can only be positive, whenever the argument of V, is 
negative and of V_ positive, the functions are zero. Since i can 
only be positive, the argument of V-(t + z/c) is always positive 
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so that the function is always zero. The argument of V,(t 
z/c) can be positive, allowing a nonzero solution if t > z/c 
agreeing with our conclusions reached by physical 
arguments. 

With V(t + z/c) =0, the voltage and current are related as 

v(z, t) = V+(t - z/c) 	 3 

i(z, t)= YoV+(t - z/c) 

The line voltage and current have the same shape as the 
source, delayed in time for any z by z/c with the current scaled 
in amplitude by Yo. Thus as far as the source is concerned, 
the transmission line looks like a resistor of value Zo yielding 
the equivalent circuit at z =0 shown in Figure 8-6b. At z =0, 
the voltage equals that of the source 

v(0, t) = V(t) = V+(t) 	 (4) 

If V(t) is the staircase pulse of total duration T shown in 
Figure 8-6c, the pulse extends in space over the spatial 
interval: 

0fz-ct, 0St-T 
(5)

c(t -T):5Z:5ct, t> T 

The analysis is the same even if the voltage source is in 
series with a source resistance R., as in Figure 8-6d. At z =0 
the transmission line still looks like a resistor of value Zo so 
that the transmission line voltage divides in the ratio given by 
the equivalent circuit shown: 

v(z = 0, t) = V(t) = V+(t)
R,+Zo 

(6) 
V(t)

i(z = 0, t) = YoV+(t) = R.+) 

The total solution is then identical to that of (3) and (4) with 
the voltage and current amplitudes reduced by the voltage 
divider ratio Zo/(R, + Z,). 

8-2-2 Reflections from Resistive Terminations 

(a) 	 Reflection Coefficient 
All transmission lines must have an end. In Figure 8-7 we 

see a positively traveling wave incident upon a load resistor RL 
at z = L The reflected wave will travel back towards the source 
at z =0 as a V- wave. At the z = I end the following circuit 
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i= 	 1,t) 

,V, 

ZO,c . RL 	 v(= ,t) 

KZ 

z=I 
V(Z = 	 , t) = V+ + V_ =iz = 1, tIRL = RL YO[V, - V. I 

V. RL -ZO 
L V4 RL +ZO 

Figure 8-7 A V. wave incident upon the end of a transmission line with a load 
resistor RL is reflected as a V- wave. 

relations hold: 

v(l, 	t) = V+(t - /c) + V-(t + 1/c) 

= i(l, t)RL 

= YoRL[V+(t - 1/c) - V(t + 1/c)] (7) 

We then find the amplitude of the negatively traveling wave 
in terms of the incident positively traveling wave as 

V-(t +l/c) RL+ZO
FL= V = Rz(8) 

where rL is known as the reflection coefficient that is of the 
same form as the reflection coefficient R in Section 7-6-1 for 
normally incident uniform plane waves on a dielectric. 

The reflection coefficient gives us the relative amplitude of 
the returning V. wave compared to the incident V+ wave. 
There are several important limits of (8): 

(i) 	 If RL = ZO, the reflection coefficient is zero (FL =0) SO 
that there is no reflected wave and the line is said to be 
matched. 

(ii) 	 If the line is short circuited (RL = 0), then 7L = -1. The 
reflected wave is equal in amplitude but opposite in sign 
to the incident wave. In general, if RL <Zo, the reflected 
voltage wave has its polarity reversed. 

(iii) 	 If the line is open circuited (RL = 00), then FL = + 1. The 
reflected wave is identical to the incident wave. In 
general, if RL >ZO, the reflected voltage wave is of the 
same polarity as the incident wave. 

(b) 	 Step Voltage 
A dc battery of voltage Vo with series resistance R., is 

switched onto the transmission line at t=0, as shown in 
Figure 8-8a. At z =0, the source has no knowledge of the 

I 
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+ III1 0 
VO -- ZO, c, T =/c RL 
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R,=+Z, + RS +ZO-_= 
 R +ZO + 

ro rs r 
(b) 

Figure 8-8 (a) A dc voltage Vo is switched onto a resistively loaded transmission line 
through a source resistance R,. (b) The equivalent circuits at z = 0 and z = I allow us to 
calculate the reflected voltage wave amplitudes in terms of the incident waves. 

line's length or load termination, so as for an infinitely long 
line the transmission line looks like a resistor of value Zo to 
the source. There is no V- wave initially. The V+ wave is 
determined by the voltage divider ratio of the series source 
resistance and transmission line characteristic impedance as 
given by (6). 

This V, wave travels down the line at speed c where it is 
reflected at z = I for t > T, where T = I/c is the transit time for 
a wave propagating between the two ends. The new V- wave 
generated is related to the incident V+ wave by the reflection 
coefficient IL. As the V, wave continues to propagate in the 
positive z direction, the V- wave propagates back towards the 
source. The total voltage at any point on the line is equal to 
the sum of V, and V_ while the current is proportional to 
their difference. 

When the V- wave reaches the end of the transmission line 
at z =0 at time 2 T, in general a new V, wave is generated, 
which can be found by solving the equivalent circuit shown in 
Figure 8-8b: 

v(0, t) + i(0, t)R, = Vo> V+(0, t) + V(., t) 

+ YoR,[V+(0, t)-V-(0, t)]= VO (9) 
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to yield 
ZO VO R, -Zo 

V(0,t)= r'V-(0, t)+ Zo F,=R.(10)Zo+R, R,+Z0 


where F., is just the reflection coefficient at the source end. 
This new V. wave propagates towards the load again 
generating a new V. wave as the reflections continue. 

If the source resistance is matched to the line, R, = Zo so 
that F, =0, then V+ is constant for all time and the steady state 
is reached for t >2 T If the load was matched, the steady state 
is reached for i> T no matter the value of R,. There are no 
further reflections from the end of a matched line. In Figure 
8-9 we plot representative voltage and current spatial dis
tributions for various times assuming the source is matched to 
the line for the load being matched, open, or short circuited. 

(I) Matched Line 
When RL = Zo the load reflection coefficient is zero so that 

V= VO/2 for all time. The wavefront propagates down the 
line with the voltage and current being identical in shape. 
The system is in the dc steady state for t T. 

R,= Zo 

V_ ZO, c, T = 1/c RL 

V(Z't0 t<T i(Z'zf) <T 

VO V+ YOVO yov+ 

Ct 1
2 2 

Ct I > 
(b) 

Figure 8-9 (a) A dc voltage is switched onto a transmission line with load resistance 
RL through a source resistance R, matched to the line. (b) Regardless of the load 
resistance, half the source voltage propagates down the line towards the load. If the 
load is also matched to the line (RL = ZO), there are no reflections and the steady state 
of v(z, I Z 7) = VO/2, i(z, tL1) = YOVO/2 is reached for I a T. (c) If the line is short 
circuited (RL = 0), then FL = - I so that the V+ and V_ waves cancel for the voltage but 
add for the current wherever they overlap in space. Since the source end is matched, 
no further reflections arise at z = 0 so that the steady state is reached for t : 2T. (d) If 
the line is open circuited (RL = 0) so that FL = + 1, the V+ and V_ waves add for the 
voltage but cancel for the current. 
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v(z, t) = V + V_	 i(z, t) = YOV,-V_ 

t T<t<2T 

f T<t <2T 
Yo Vo 

V0 V+ YO V0 Yo V+ 

1-c(t-T) I	 1-c(t-T) I 

VJ	 Yo V_ 

Short circuited line, RL 0, (v(z, t > 2T) = 0, i(z, t > 2T) = Yo Vo) 

(c) 

v(z, ) =V+ + V	 i(z, t) = Yo V -V 

I T<t<2T	 t T<t<2T 

V 0 

V0 Yo Vo Y 0 V, 

Yo V -~ V 
c~t T 

J-c-It-T) 1 '

Open circuited line, RL = -, (v(z, t > 2T) = V0 , i(z, t > 2T) = 0) 

(d) 

Figure 8-9 

(ii) 	Open Circuited Line 
When RL = 00 the reflection coefficient is unity so that V,= 

V. When the incident and reflected waves overlap in space 
the voltages add to a stairstep pulse shape while the current is 
zero. For t2 T, the voltage is Vo everywhere on the line 
while the current is zero. 

(iii) Short Circuited Line 
When RL = 0 the load reflection coefficient is -1 so that 

V,= -V_. When the incident and reflected waves overlap in 
space, the total voltage is zero while the current is now a 
stairstep pulse shape. For t22T the voltage is zero every
where on the line while the current is Vo/Zo. 

8-2-3 Approach to the dc Steady State 

If the load end is matched, the steady state is reached after 
one transit time T= I/c for the wave to propagate from the 
source to the load. If the source end is matched, after one 
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round trip 2 T=2/c no further reflections occur. If neither 
end is matched, reflections continue on forever. However, for 
nonzero and noninfinite source and load resistances, the 
reflection coefficient is always less than unity in magnitude so 
that each successive reflection is reduced in amplitude. After 
a few round-trips, the changes in V, and V. become smaller 
and eventually negligible. If the source resistance is zero and 
the load resistance is either zero or infinite, the transient 
pulses continue to propagate back and forth forever in the 
lossless line, as the magnitude of the reflection coefficients are 
unity. 

Consider again the dc voltage source in Figure 8-8a 
switched through a source resistance R. at t =0 onto a 
transmission line loaded at its z = I end with a load resistor RL. 
We showed in (10) that the V, wave generated at the z =0 
end is related to the source and an incoming V. wave as 

Z, (11) V+=1 0 VO+rV_, 17= ,
R +Zo' R,+Zo 

Similarly, at z = 1, an incident V, wave is converted into a V_ 
wave through the load reflection coefficient: 

v-=R-VZ, FL= 
RL+ZO 

(12) 

We can now tabulate the voltage at z = 1 using the following 
reasoning: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

For the time interval t < T the voltage at z = I is zero as 
no wave has yet reached the end. 
At z=0 for 0s t52T, V_=0 resulting in a V, wave 
emanating from z =0 with amplitude V+ = Io Vo. 
When this V, wave reaches z = , a V_ wave is generated 
with amplitude V.. = IFLV. The incident V+ wave at 
z =I remains unchanged until another interval of 2 T, 
whereupon the just generated V. wave after being 
reflected from z = 0 as a new V+ wave given by (11) 
again returns to z = L. 
Thus, the voltage at z = I only changes at times (2 n -
1) T, n = 1, 2,. .. , while the voltage at z = 0 changes at 
times 2(n  1) T The resulting voltage waveforms at the 
ends are stairstep patterns with steps at these times. 

The nth traveling V, wave is then related to the source and 
the (n -1)th V_ wave at z =0 as 

V4.= 1 0 VO+18,V)-( (13) 
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while the (n - 1)th V_ wave is related to the incident (n - 1)th 
V, wave at z = I as 

V~g-(n1)= rLV.- ,) (14) 

Using (14) in (13) yields a single linear constant coefficient 
difference equation in V+,: 

V+.-flrsrLV+(.1)=OVo (15) 

For a particular solution we see that V,. being a constant 
satisfies (15): 

V+n= cc(1- rFL) =rovo= Vo (16) 

To this solution we can add any homogeneous solution 
assuming the right-hand side of (15) is zero: 

V+-rsrLV+(_lI)=0 (17) 

We try a solution of the form 

V+n= AAn (18) 

which when substituted into (17) requires 

AA "-'(A - rFL)=0= A =rjL (19) 

The total solution is then a sum of the particular and 

homogeneous solutions: 

V = r5 Vo+A(rrL )" (20) 

The constant A is found by realizing that the first transient 
wave is 

r0
VI=roVo= Vo+A(r,) (21) 

which requires A to be 

A = o-_(22) 

so that (20) becomes 

V4.= 17 [-(r,)"] (23) 

Raising the index of (14) by one then gives the nth V_ wave 
as 

V_. = rLV4. (24) 
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so that the total voltage at z = I after n reflections at times 
(2n - 1)T, n = 1, 2, .. . , is 

VR =V~+V~voro(l+FL)
V1=Vr.+V_.= [1-(FrL)"] (25) 

or in terms of the source and load resistances 

RL
V = R Vo[ 1 - (FL)"] (26)RL + R, 

The steady-state results as n - oo. If either R, or RL are 
nonzero or noninfinite, the product of U~rL must be less than 
unity. Under these conditions 

liM (rWX) = 0 (27) 
(1r~rLI<I) 

so that in the steady state 

lim V. = RL V0 (28).-_0 RS+R, 

which is just the voltage divider ratio as if the transmission 
line was just a pair of zero-resistance connecting wires. Note 
also that if either end is matched so that either r, or FL is 
zero, the voltage at the load end is immediately in the steady 
state after the time T. 

In Figure 8-10 the load is plotted versus time with R, =0 
and RL = 3ZO so that ,]FL = -b and with RL =}ZO so that 

t=O 

o a 
- R3ZOV0 Z0 , c, T = 1c Z1 

0_________ -( 1 3. iz 
u(z = I, t) 

200SVo 

k __ Steady state 
VO-V 16 32 Vo 

_ _1 _ _ _L Vo 

2 VO 

T 3T 5T 7T 9T 11T 

R=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 

Figure 8-10 The load voltage as a function of time when R,=0 and RL = 3ZO so that 
rTL = -- (solid) and with RL = AZO so that 17,FL= 2 (dashed). The dc steady state is the 
same as if the transmission line were considered a pair of perfectly conducting wires in 
a circuit. 
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rfr = +. Then (26) becomes 

V,=Vo[ I -(-?)"=, R (=9ZV= V[1-(-2)"], RL = 3Zo (29) 

The step changes in load voltage oscillate about the steady-
state value V. = V. The steps rapidly become smaller having 
less than one-percent variation for n >7. 

If the source resistance is zero and the load resistance is 
either zero or infinite (short or open circuits), a lossless 
transmission line never reiches a dc steady state as the limit of 
(27) does not hold with FrFL=:- 1. Continuous reflections 
with no decrease in amplitude results in pulse waveforms for 
all time. However, in a real transmission line, small losses in 
the conductors and dielectric allow a steady state to be even
tually reached. 

Consider the case when R, =0 and RL = 00 so that rFrL= 
-1. Then from (26) we have 

V = 0, n even (30)
2 VO, n odd 

which is sketched in Figure 8-1 Ia. 
For any source and load resistances the current through 

the load resistor at z = I is 

V,. V 0 10(+r ) 
RL RL(l-rrL) 

2Voro [i-(uLf)"] 
RL+Zo (,-r.T) 

If both R, and RL are zero so that 17 1L = 1, the short circuit 
current in (31) is in the indeterminate form 0/0, which can be 
evaluated using l'H6pital's rule: 

li .=2Voro [-n(.,1Ft)"1] 
r.rLj RL+Z (-1) 

2VOn 
(32)

Zo 

As shown by the solid line in Figure 8-11 b, the current 
continually increases in a stepwise fashion. As n increases to 
infinity, the current also becomes infinite, which is expected 
for a battery connected across a short circuit. 

8-2-4 Inductors and Capacitors as Quasi-static Approximations to 
Transmission Lines 

If the transmission line was one meter long with a free 
space dielectric medium, the round trip transit time 2 T= 21/c 

31 
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vIs= 1,t 

Open circuited line (RL = c Rs = 0) 

2V+ 

H H
T 3T 5T 7T 9T ' 

(a) 

i(s = 1, t) 

Short circuited line (RL = 0, RS = 0) 
8Vo 
Zo 

Quasi--static6Vo inductive
 
ZD Transmission line approximation
 

response. 
 =0 
4V 

V- lt32Vo 
70 N Bil.:: Depth w 

T 3T 5T 7T 9T
 

n=1 n =3 n=4
 

(b) 

Figure 8-11 The (a) open circuit voltage and (b) short circuit current at the z = I end 
of the transmission line for R, =0. No dc steady state is reached because the system is 
lossless. If the short circuited transmission line is modeled as an inductor in the 
quasi-static limit, a step voltage input results in a linearly increasing current (shown 
dashed). The exact transmission line response is the solid staircase waveform. 

is approximately 6 nsec. For many circuit applications this 
time is so fast that it may be considered instantaneous. In this 
limit the quasi-static circuit element approximation is valid. 

For example, consider again the short circuited trans
mission line (RL =0) of length I with zero source resistance. 
In the magnetic quasi-static limit we would call the structure 
an inductor with inductance LI (remember, L is the 
inductance per unit length) so that the terminal voltage and 
current are related as 

di 
v = (L)- (33)

dt 
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If a constant voltage VO is applied at t =0, the current is 
obtained by integration of (33) as 

i =- t (34)
Ll 

where we use the initial condition of zero current at t = 0. The 
linear time dependence of the current, plotted as the dashed 
line in Figure 8-11 b, approximates the rising staircase wave
form obtained from the exact transmission line analysis of 
(32). 

Similarly, if the transmission line were open circuited with 
RL = co, it would be a capacitor of value C1 in the electric 
quasi-static limit so that the voltage on the line charges up 
through the source resistance R, with time constant r = RCI 
as 

v(t) = Vo(1 - e-") (35) 

The exact transmission line voltage at the z = I end is given by 
(26) with RL = 00 so that FL = 1: 

V.= VO( - F,") (36) 

where the source reflection coefficient can be written as 

R.- Zo 
R, +Zo 

(37)
R, + -IIC 

If we multiply the numerator and denominator of (37) 
through by C, we have 

R,C1 - 1, L_ 

R,C1 +1L-C5 

T-T I-TIT (38) 
T+T 1+T/T 

where 

T= iiLC= /c (39) 

For the quasi-static limit to be valid, the wave transit time T 
must be much faster than any other time scale of interest so 
that T/T< 1. In Figure 8-12 we plot (35) and (36) for two 
values of TIT and see that the quasi-static and transmission 
line results approach each other as T/r.becomes small. 

When the roundtrip wave transit time is so small compared 
to the time scale of interest so as to appear to be instan
taneous, the circuit treatment is an excellent approximation. 
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v (a = a, t) 

'T t 
.1 .25 1. 2. 3. 

Figure 8-12 The open circuit voltage at z= I for a step voltage applied at (=0 
through a source resistance R, for various values of T/r, which is the ratio of prop
agation time T= /c to quasi-static charging time r= RCI. The dashed curve shows the 
exponential rise obtained by a circuit analysis assuming the open circuited transmission 
line is a capacitor. 

If this propagation time is significant, then the transmission 
line equations must be used. 

8-2-5 Reflections from Arbitrary Terminations 

For resistive terminations we have been able to relate 
reflected wave amplitudes in terms of an incident wave ampli
tude through the use of a reflection coefficient becauise the 
voltage and current in the resistor are algebraically related. 
For an arbitrary termination, which may include any 
component such as capacitors, inductors, diodes, transistors, 
or even another transmission line with perhaps a different 
characteristic impedance, it is necessary to solve a circuit 
problem at the end of the line. For the arbitrary element with 
voltage VL and current IL at z = 1, shown in Figure 8-13a, the 
voltage and current at the end of line are related as 

v(z = 1, t) = VLQ) = V+(t - /c) +V..(t + 1/c) (40) 

= 1, ) = IL() Yo[V+(t - I/c) - V-(t + /c)] (41) 

We assume that we know the incident V+ wave and wish to 
find the reflected V_ wave. We then eliminate the unknown 
V_ in (40) and (41) to obtain 

2V+(t - I/c) = VL(t)+ IL(t)ZO (42) 

which suggests the equivalent circuit in Figure 8-13b. 
For a particular lumped termination we solve the 

equivalent circuit for VL(t) or IL(t). Since V+(t - /c) is already 
known as it is incident upon the termination, once VL) or 
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IL (t) = YO I V (t -1/C - V_(t +I/) 

i(s =t) VL (t)= V+(t -1/c)+ V_ (t +Lc) L (t) 

ZO ,(S 22V., ft -tc110 VLM 

s=1 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8-13 A transmission line with an (a) arbitrary load at the z= I end can be 
analyzed from the equivalent circuit in (b). Since V. is known, calculation of the load 
current or voltage yields the reflected wave V_. 

IL(t) is calculated from the equivalent circuit, V-(t + 1/c) can 
be calculated as V-= VL - V+. 

For instance, consider the lossless transmission lines of 
length I shown in Figure 8-14a terminated at the end with 
either a lumped capacitor CL or an inductor LL. A step 
voltage at t=0 is applied at z=0 through a source resistor 
matched to the line. 

The source at z =0 is unaware of the termination at z=I 
until a time 2T. Until this time it launches a V+ wave of 
amplitude VO/2. At z = 1, the equivalent circuit for the capaci
tive termination is shown in Figure 8-14b. Whereas resistive 
terminations just altered wave amplitudes upon reflection, 
inductive and capacitive terminations introduce differential 
equations. 

From (42), the voltage across the capacitor v, obeys the 
differential equation 

dv 
ZoCL--'+ v, = 2V+ = Vo, t>T (43)

dt 
with solution 

v'(0)= VO[ I- e_--n1zOcL] t>T (44) 

Note that the voltage waveform plotted in Figure 8-14b 
begins at time T= I/c. 

Thus, the returning V- wave is given as 

V= v. - V+ = Vo/2+ Voe -0-i)/ZOC (45) 

This reflected wave travels back to z =0, where no further 
reflections occur since the source end is matched. The cur
rent at z = I is then 

i,= C '=- e-('-Tzoc-, t>T (46)
di Zo 

and is also plotted in Figure 8-14b. 



ZO, C CL V(t) Z, C L 

V(t) - 5=0 z=i 2=10 2= 

-1 
Vor

(a) 

iIs =1, t) 

Vo/Z4 - * > TIZoCL 
i (t) 

T t + + 
2V+ Cv , (t)V =, t) 

VO [ 1 -e-( t-TZOCL] t>T 2=l 
VO

T t 

v~z =I, t) 

VoeIt 7 )ZoILL t> 
ZO i (t) 

TtT ++ 

-2V+ L VL(t) 
iz= I, t) 

(VO/r)[1 -e-t -r Z
 
- -- -- - - - -t >7
 

(c) 

Figure 8-14 (a) A step voltage is applied to transmission lines loaded at z = I with a 
capacitor CL or inductor LL. The load voltage and current are calculated from the (b) 
resistive-capacitive or (c) resistive-inductive equivalent circuits at z = I to yield 
exponential waveforms with respective time constants r = ZOCL and r = LLSZO as the 
solutions approach the dc steady state. The waveforms begin after the initial V. wave 
arrives at z = I after a time T=1/c. There are no further reflections as the source end is 
matched. 

594 
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If the end at z =0 were not matched, a new V, would be 
generated. When it reached z = 1, we would again solve the 
RC circuit with the capacitor now initially charged. The 
reflections would continue, eventually becoming negligible if 
R., is nonzero. 

Similarly, the governing differential equation for the 
inductive load obtained from the equivalent circuit in Figure 
8-14c is 

diL
LLI-+iLZo =2V+= Vo,

dt 
t>T (47) 

with solution 

iL(=IL(I-e-(-rz01), t>T (48)
Zo 

The voltage across the inductor is 

VL = LL = Vo e-(-7ZoIL, t> T (49)
dt 

Again since the end at z =0 is matched, the returning V-
wave from z = I is not reflected at z =0. Thus the total voltage 
and current for all time at z = I is given by (48) and (49) and is 
sketched in Figure 8-14c. 

8-3 SINUSOIDAL TIME VARIATIONS 

8-3-1 Solutions to the Transmission Line Equations 

Often transmission lines are excited by sinusoidally varying 
sources so that the line voltage and current also vary sinusoi
dally with time: 

v(z, t) = Re [i(z) e"'I( 

i(z, t)= Re [f(z) ej"] 

Then as we found for TEM waves in Section 7-4, the voltage 
and current are found from the wave equation solutions of 
Section 8-1-5 as linear combinations of exponential functions 
with arguments t - z/c and t + z/c: 

v(z, t) = Re ['Y+ eic(-+c) _e-I*+')] 

i(z, t)= Yo Re [Ve,"~4 -_ el" 'Ic)] (2) 

Now the phasor amplitudes + and V- are complex numbers 
and do not depend on z or t. 
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By factoring out the sinusoidal time dependence in (2), the 
spatial dependences of the voltage and current are 

+jA. (3)
f(z)= YO(V e "' - V e~'") 

where the wavenumber is again defined as 

k = w/c 	 (4) 

8-3-2 Lossless Terminations 

(a) Short Circuited Line 
The transmission line shown in Figure 8-15a is excited by a 

sinusoidal voltage source at z = -1 imposing the boundary 
condition 

V(z =l t) = VO Cos Wt 

= Re (VO e*') i (z = -L)= Vo=Y, ek+Y- e 
(5) 

Note that to use (3) we must write all sinusoids in complex 
notation. Then since all time variations are of the form e", 
we may suppress writing it each time and work only with the 
spatial variations of (3). 

Because the transmission line is short circuited, we have the 
additional boundary condition 

v(z = 0, 0)=0> N(Z =0) = 0 = +Y_ (6) 

which when simultaneously solved with (5) yields 

2 j sin ki 

The spatial dependences of the voltage and current are 
then 

) Vo(e-iX -- e'k) Vo sin kz 

2j sin kl sin ki 
A, +.k(8)

VoYo(e~' +e) .VoYo cos kz 
2j sin ki sin hi 

The instantaneous voltage and current as functions of space 
and time are then 

sin kz 

i(z, t) = Re [i(z) e"] - VOY 	 cos kz sin wt 
sinki 
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VO CsW 
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i jV.o 
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2 

(a) 

Figure 8-15 The voltage and current distributions on a (a) short circuited and (b) 
open circuited transmission line excited by sinusoidal voltage sources at z = -L If the 
lines are much shorter than a wavelength, they act like reactive circuit elements. (c) As 
the frequency is raised, the impedance reflected back as a function of z can look 
capacitive or inductive making the transition through open or short circuits. 

The spatial distributions of voltage and current as a 
function of z at a specific instant of time are plotted in Figure 
8-15a and are seen to be 90* out of phase with one another in 
space with their distributions periodic with wavelength A 
given by 

2r 2irc (10) 
A W 
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Figure 8-15 
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The complex impedance at any position z is defined as 

i(z)
Z(z)=-((11)

1(z)
 

which for this special case of a short circuited line is found 
from (8) as 

Z(z)= -jZo tan kz 	 (12) 

In particular, at z= -, the transmission line appears to the 
generator as an impedance of value 

Z(z = -1)= jZo tan kl 	 (13) 

From the solid lines in Figure 8-15c we see that there are 
various regimes of interest: 

(i) 	 When the line is an integer multiple of a half 
wavelength long so that k1= nar, n = 1, 2, 3, .. ., the 
impedance at z= -1 is zero and the transmission line 
looks like a short circuit. 

(ii) 	 When the-line is an odd integer multiple of a quarter 
wavelength long so that ki=(2n - 1)ir/2, n = 1, 2, .. . , 
the impedance at z = -1 is infinite and the transmission 
line looks like an open circuit. 

(iii) 	 Between the short and open circuit limits (n - 1)r < k1 <. 
(2n-1)ir/2, n=l,2,3,..., Z(z=-I) has a positive 
reactance and hence looks like an inductor. 

(iv) 	 Between the open and short circuit limits (n -2)1r <k1 < 
ner, n = 1, 2, . . , Z(z = -1) has a negative reactance arid 
so looks like a capacitor. 

Thus, the short circuited transmission line takes on all 
reactive values, both positive (inductive) and negative 
(capacitive), including open and short circuits as a function of 
Ri Thus, if either the length of the line I or the frequency is 
changed, the impedance of the transmission line is changed. 

Examining (8) we also notice that if sin k1 =0, (kl =n, 
n = 1, 2, ... ), the voltage and current become infinite (in 
practice the voltage and current become large limited only by 
losses). Under these conditions, the system is said to be 
resonant with the resonant frequencies given by 

w.= nrc/l, n = 1, 2,3,... (14) 

Any voltage source applied at these frequencies will result in 
very large voltages and currents on the line. 

(b) 	 Open Circuited Line 
If the short circuit is replaced by an open circuit, as in 

Figure 8-15b, and for variety we change the source at z = -1 to 
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VO sin wt the boundary conditions are 

i(z =0, t)=0 
(15)

v(z =-, t) = Vo sin wt = Re (-jVo ej") 

Using (3) the complex amplitudes obey the relations 

C(z = 0)=0 = YO(V+ - V.) 

(z= -1) = -jVO =Ye"+Ye- (16) 

which has solutions 

-jVO (17) 

The spatial dependences of the voltage and current are then 

;(Z)= (e-I+e-)= cos kz
2 cos ki cos kI 

j jkz Y(18)
VO YO 

f(z )= *(e~"-e*A) = - " sin kz
Cos k cos ki 

with instantaneous solutions as a function of space and time: 

V0 cos kz 
v(z, t) = Re [;(z) ej"]= sin o 

cos ki 
(19) 

i(z, t) = Re [i(z) eji']=-- YO sin kz cos wt
Cos ki 

The impedance at z = -1 is 

Z(z - ) - = -jZO cot ki (20) 

Again the impedance is purely reactive, as shown by the 
dashed lines in Figure 8-15c, alternating signs every quarter 
wavelength so that the open circuit load looks to the voltage 
source as an inductor, capacitor, short or open circuit 
depending on the frequency and length of the line. 

Resonance will occur if 

coski=0 (21) 

or 

ki= (2n -1) r/2, n = 1, 2, 3,... (22) 

so that the resonant frequencies are 

,- (2n-l)wc21 (23) 
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8-3-3 Reactive Circuit Elements as Approximations to Short Transmission 
Lines 

Let us re-examine the results obtained for short and open 
circuited lines in the limit when I is much shorter than the 
wavelength A so that in this long wavelength limit the spatial 
trigonometric functions can be approximated as 

- kzsin kzJim (24)
hi.i 1cos kz- I 

Using these approximations, the voltage, current, and 
impedance for the short circuited line excited by a voltage 
source Vo cos wt can be obtained from (9) and (13) as 

Voz
v(z, t)= -- cos wt, v(-, t)= V cos Wt

I 

. . VoYo .Vo sin oiL 
lim i(z, t)= sin wt, i(-, )= (25)

Z( L) I ki (L)w 

Z(- 1) = jZOk1 = j--OI= joi( LI)
c 

We see that the short circuited transmission line acts as an 
inductor of value (Li) (remember that L is the inductance per 
unit length), where we used the relations 

1 Lf 1 
Zo- -- , CC (26) 

Note that at z=-I, 

di(-I, t) 
(27)v(-1, t)=(LI) dt 

Similarly for the open circuited line we obtain: 

v(z, t)= Vo sin wt 
lin i(z, t)=-VOYokz cos t, i(-i, t) = (CI)w V cos Wt 

-jZ(-)=ZO
ki (Ci)w 

(28) 

For the open circuited transmission line, the terminal 
voltage and current are simply related as for a capacitor, 

dv(-l, t)
i(-I,L)=(CI) d (29) 

with capacitance given by (Cl). 
In general, if the frequency of excitation is low enough so 

that the length of a transmission line is much shorter than the 
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wavelength, the circuit approximations of inductance and 
capacitance are appropriate. However, it must be remem
bered that if the frequencies of interest are so high that the 
length of a circuit element is comparable to the wavelength, it 
no longer acts like that element. In fact, as found in Section 
8-3-2, a capacitor can even look like an inductor, a short 
circuit, or an open circuit at high enough frequency while vice 
versa an inductor can also look capacitive, a short or an open 
circuit. 

In general, if the termination is neither a short nor an open 
circuit, the voltage and current distribution becomes more 
involved to calculate and is the subject of Section 8-4. 

8-3-4 Effects of Line Losses 

(a) Distributed Circuit Approach 
If the dielectric and transmission line walls have Ohmic 

losses, the voltage and current waves decay as they propagate. 
Because the governing equations of Section 8-1-3 are linear 
with constant coefficients, in the sinusoidal steady state we 
assume solutions of the form 

v(z, t)= Re (Y e("")( 
(30) 

i(z, t) = Re (I ej"~k)) 

where now w and k are not simply related as the nondisper
sive relation in (4). Rather we substitute (30) into Eq. (28) in 
Section 8-1-3: 

az at 
cv =- t-G =iI=-(j ) 

-= -L -iR * -jkV = -(Liw +R)I
az at 

which requires that 

V jk Ljw + R
,W=-=- (32)
I (Cjw+G) jk 

We solve (32) self-consistently for k as 

k2 = -(Ljw + R)(Cjwo + G) = LCw2-jw(RC+ LG) - RG 
(33) 

The wavenumber is thus complex so that we find the real 
and imaginary parts from (33) as 

= -RGk '=,+jkk?-k?LCC 
(34)

2k, = -w(RC+ LG) 
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In the low loss limit where wRC< 1 and wLG< 1, the 
spatial decay of ki is small compared to the propagation 
wavenumber k,. In this limit we have the following approxi
mate solution: 

k,.ki LC = wlc 

lim w(RC+LG) !R i+GjiL] (35)
wRC& I ki=- +- R + 

La 2h, 2 L 

+2(RYo+ GZo) 

We use the upper sign for waves propagating in the +z 
direction and the lower sign for waves traveling in the -z 
direction. 

(b) 	Distortionless lines 
Using the value of k of (33), 

k = -(Lj + R)(Cjw + G)]"2 (36) 

in (32) gives us the frequency dependent wave impedance for 
waves traveling in the z direction as 

+ RL) 1/2:, Ljw+R 1/2 VLw = 	 i(37),r = 
I Ciw + G, C W + GIC 

If the line parameters are adjusted so that 

R G 
-=-	 (38)

L C 

the impedance in (37) becomes frequency independent and 
equal to the lossless line impedance. Under the conditions of 
(38) the complex wavenumber reduces to 

k, = .,LC, k, =+4IRG (39) 

Although the waves are attenuated, all frequencies propagate 
at the same phase and group velocities as for a lossless line 

(1) 1 

(40)do., 1 
Vg = dk, J 

Since all the Fourier components of a pulse excitation will 
travel at the same speed, the shape of the pulse remains 
unchanged as it propagates down the line. Such lines are 
called distortionless. 
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(c) Fields Approach 
If R = 0, we can directly find the TEM wave solutions using 

the same solutions found for plane waves in Section 7-4-3. 
There we found that a dielectric with permittivity e and small 
Ohmic conductivity a has a complex wavenumber: 

lim k ~ (41) 
al.<1 \_C 2/ 

Equating (41) to (35) with R =0 requires that GZO = o-q. 
The tangential component of H at the perfectly conducting 

transmission line walls is discontinuous by a surface current. 
However, if the wall has a large but noninfinite Ohmic 
conductivity o-., the fields penetrate in with a characteristic 
distance equal to the skin depth 8 =2/op&c-.. The resulting 
z-directed current gives rise to a z-directed electric field so 
that the waves are no longer purely TEM. 

Because we assume this loss to be small, we can use an 
approximate perturbation method to find the spatial decay 
rate of the fields. We assume that the fields between parallel 
plane electrodes are essentially the same as when the system is 
lossless except now being exponentially attenuated as e-"", 
where a = -ki: 

E.(z, t) = Re [Eej("-kx) e-] 
(42) 

H,(z, t):= Re ej(" =,> e-"], k,.=

From the real part of the complex Poynting's theorem 
derived in Section 7-2-4, we relate the divergence of the 
time-average electromagnetic power density to the time-
average dissipated power: 

V- <S>= -<Pd> (43) 

Using the divergence theorem we integrate (43) over a 
volume of thickness Az that encompasses the entire width and 
thickness of the line, as shown in Figure 8-16: 

VV-<S>dV= f<S>-dS 

= <S,(z+Az)>dS 

- <S,(z)> dS= <Pd> dV (44) 

The power <Pd> is dissipated in the dielectric and in the 
walls. Defining the total electromagnetic power as 

<P(z)>= I <S(z)>dS (45) 
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-

A-= 
2 

0 =Pz)f<S, (zi >dS <<P( + Az)> 	 f< S, (s+As)>dS

2+ Az
 

d 
-2 ,Ml!| 

Depth t 

E, H e* 
z + As 

J_ <P>
a-2 <p> 

Figure 8-16 A transmission line with lossy walls and dielectric results in waves that 
decay as they propagate. The spatial decay rate a of the fields is approximately 
proportional to the ratio of time average dissipated power per unit length <PuL> to the 
total time average electromagnetic power flow <P> down the line. 

(44) can be rewritten as 

<P(z+Az)>-<P()>= <Pd> dxdydz (46) 

Dividing through by dz = Az, we have in the infinitesimal limit 

. <P(z+Az)>-<P(z)> d<P>
him 	 = z = - <Pd>dx dy 

= -<PdL>	 (47) 

where <Pa> is the power dissipated per unit length. Since 
the fields vary as e-", the power flow that is proportional to 
the square of the fields must vary as e so that 

d<P>
d= -2a<P>=-<PdL> (48)
dz 

which when solved for the spatial decay rate is proportional to 
the ratio of dissipated power per unit length to the total 
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electromagnetic power flowing down the transmission line: 

I <PdL> (49)
2 <P> 

For our lossy transmission line, the power is dissipated both 
in the walls and in the dielectric. Fortunately, it is not neces
sary to solve the complicated field problem within the walls 
because we already approximately know the magnetic field at 
the walls from (42). Since the wall current is effectively 
confined to the skin depth 8, the cross-sectional area through 
which the current flows is essentially w8 so that we can define 
the surface conductivity as o-8, where the electric field at the 
wall is related to the lossless surface current as 

K = a8E. (50) 

The surface current in the wall is approximately found from 
the magnetic field in (42) as 

K = -H, = -E.17 (51) 

The time-average power dissipated in the wall is then 

=I J =1 J.| W,
<PdL>.aii=- Re (E. - K*)=- =- 2 (52)

2 1 2 o.8 2o ,v 2 52 

The total time-average dissipated power in the walls and 
dielectric per unit length for a transmission line system of 
depth w and plate spacing d is then 

<PdL>= 2<Pi>i.ii+cZ| 2 wd 

= (7 2 ' +d) (53) 

where we multiply (52) by two because of the losses in both 
electrodes. The time-average electromagnetic power is 

I [E|2<P>=- -wd (54)
2 q 

so that the spatial decay rate is found from (49) as 

a = -k = 1 22 + d\-!= I-O + (55)
2\ av.8 d 2\ e8 

Comparing (55) to (35) we see that 

GZoao,, RYO 2 

1 d Oaw 2=>Z=-=-=q, G=-, R (56)
Yo w d 5.w ( 
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8-4 ARBITRARY IMPEDANCE TERMINATIONS 

8-4-1 The Generalized Reflection Coefficient 

A lossless transmission line excited at z = -1 with a sinusoi
dal voltage source is now terminated at its other end at z =0 
with an arbitrary impedance ZL, which in general can be a 
complex number. Defining the load voltage and current at 
z =0 as 

v(z = 0, t)= vL(t) = Re (VL es"') 

i(z = 0, t) = iL(t) = Re (IL en"), IL = VEJZL 

where VL and IL are complex amplitudes, the boundary 
conditions at z =0 are 

V,+V_ = VL (2) 

YO(V - V) = IL = VLJZL 

We define the reflection coefficient as the ratio 

Fr = V-/V+ (3) 

and solve as 

FL - ZL - Zo (4) 
ZL + Zo 

Here in the sinusoidal steady state with reactive loads, FL 
can be a complex number as ZL may be complex. For tran
sient pulse waveforms, FL was only defined for resistive loads. 
For capacitative and inductive terminations, the reflections 
were given by solutions to differential equations in time. Now 
that we are only considering sinusoidal time variations so that 
time derivatives are replaced by jw, we can generalize FL for 
the sinusoidal steady state. 

It is convenient to further define the generalized reflection 
coefficient as 

(z)= V e V 2jkz e2jkz (5)
V, e-k V+ 

where FL is just F(z = 0). Then the voltage and current on the 
line can be expressed as 

i(z) = V+e-"[I +F(z)] 

f(z)= YoV, e-'h[I- F(z)]( 

The advantage to this notation is that now the impedance 
along the line can be expressed as 

Z(z) i^(z) l+F(z) 7 
Z.((Zz= (7) 

Zo f(z)Z0 I - I(Z) 
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where Z. is defined as the normalized impedance. We can 
now solve (7) for F(z) as 

Z (z)- 1
F 	 z(Z) (8) 

Note the following properties of Z,(z) and F(z) for passive 
loads: 

(i) 	 Z,(z) is generally complex. For passive loads its real part 
is allowed over the range from zero to infinity while its 
imaginary part can extend from negative to positive 
infinity. 

(ii) 	 The magnitude of F(z), IFL1 must be less than or equal 
to 1 for passive loads. 

(iii) 	 From (5), if z is increased or decreased by a half 
wavelength, F(z) and hence Z.(z) remain unchanged. 
Thus, if the impedance is known at any position, the 
impedance of all-points integer multiples of a half 
wavelength away have the same impedance. 

(iv) 	 From (5), if z is increased or decreased by a quarter 
wavelength, F(z) changes sign, while from (7) Z,(z) goes 
to its reciprocal= 1IZ(z) Y.(z). 

(v) 	 If the line is matched, ZL = Zo, then FL = 0 and Z,(z) = 1. 
The impedance is the same everywhere along the line. 

8-4-2 Simple Examples 

(a) 	 Load Impedance Reflected Back to the Source 
Properties (iii)-(v) allow simple computations for trans

mission line systems that have lengths which are integer 
multiples of quarter or half wavelengths. Often it is desired to 
maximize the power delivered to a load at the end of a 
transmission line by adding a lumped admittance Y across the 
line. 	For the system shown in Figure 8-17a, the impedance of 
the 	load is reflected back to the generator and then added in 
parallel to the lumped reactive admittance Y. The normalized 
load 	impedance of (RL + jXL)/Zo inverts when reflected back 
to the source by a quarter wavelength to Zo/(RL +jXL). Since 
this 	is the normalized impedance the actual impedance is 
found by multiplying by Zo to yield Z(z = -A/4)= 
ZO/(RL +jXL). The admittance of this reflected load then adds 
in parallel to Y to yield a total admittance of Y+ (RL +0X)/ZZ. 
If Y 	is pure imaginary and of opposite sign to the reflected 
load 	susceptance with value -jXL/ZO, maximum power is 
delivered to the line if the source resistance Rs also equals the 
resulting line input impedance, Rs = ZIRL. Since Y is purely 
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Z,= RL + jXL 

Vocoswt ZL =RL + jXL
 

(a) 

Z-2 

____ Z2_____ RL 

| Z.. = Z, if 4 
= vZRLZ 2 

(b) 

Figure 8-17 The normalized impedance reflected back through a quarter-wave-long 
line inverts. (a) The time-average power delivered to a complex load can be maximized 
if Y is adjusted to just cancel the reactive admittance of the load reflected back to the 
source with R, equaling the resulting input resistance. (b) If the length 12 of the second 
transmission line shown is a quarter wave long or an odd integer multiple of A/4 and its 
characteristic impedance is equal to the geometric average of Z' and RL, the input 
impedance Z. is matched to Z,. 

reactive and the transmission line is lossless, half the time-
average power delivered by the source is dissipated in the load: 

IVo 1 RLV(
<P>=- - L  (9)

8 Rs 8 Zo2
 

Such a reactive element Y is usually made from a variable 
length short circuited transmission line called a stub. As 
shown in Section 8-3-2a, a short circuited lossless line always 
has aipure reactive impedance. 

To verify that the power in (9) is actually dissipated in the 
load, we write the spatial distribution of voltage and current 
along the line as 

i(z) =V+ e-"(l + r e)s(1 

i(z) = YoV+e-*(I - FL e2 j)(1 
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where the reflection coefficient for this load is given by (4) as 

RL +jXL -Zo 
RL+jXL+Zo( 

At z = -1 = -A/4 we have the boundary condition 

i(z =-1)= Vo/2 V+ e iki(I +rek) (12) 

=v,(1 - rL) 

which allows us to solve for V+ as 

-jVo, -jV0V+= V(l = -L)Z (RL+XL+Zo) (13)
2(l -- FL) 4Zo 

The time-average power dissipated in the load is then 

<PL> - Re [ (z = O)f*(z = 0)] 

=j (z =0)J2 RL 

= Zv| 
2 -rL (2YRL
 

= ' V2 YRL (14)
 

which agrees with (9). 

(b) QuarterWavelength Matching 
It is desired to match the load resistor RL to the trans

mission line with characteristic impedance Z, for any value of 
its length 1I. As shown in Figure 8-17b, we connect the load to 
Z, via another transmission line with characteristic 
impedance Z2. We wish to find the values of Z 2 and 12 neces
sary to match RL to Z,. 

This problem is analogous to the dielectric coating problem 
of Example 7-1, where it was found that reflections could be 
eliminated if the coating thickness between two different 
dielectric media was an odd integer multiple of a quarter 
wavelength and whose wave impedance was equal to the 
geometric average of the impedance in each adjacent region. 
The normalized load on Z2 is then Z.2= RJZ2. If 12 is an odd 
integer multiple of a quarter wavelength long, the normalized 
impedance Z,2 reflected back to the first line inverts to Z 2/RL. 
The actual impedance is obtained by multiplying this 
normalized impedance by Z 2 to give Z2/RL. For Zin to be 
matched to Z, for any value of I,, this impedance must be 
matched to Z1 : 

=Z/RL => Z2 = (15))RL 
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8-4-3 The Smith Chart 

Because the range of allowed values of rL must be 
contained within a unit circle in the complex plane, all values 
of Z.(z) can be mapped by a transformation within this unit 
circle using (8). This transformation is what makes the substi
tutions of (3)-(8) so valuable. A graphical aid of this mathe
matical transformation was developed by P. H. Smith in 1939 
and is known as the Smith chart. Using the Smith chart avoids 
the tedium in problem solving with complex numbers. 

Let us define the real and imaginary parts of the normal
ized impedance at some value of z as 

Z.(z)=r+jx (16) 

The reflection coefficient similarly has real and imaginary 
parts given as 

r(z)= r,+ ir, (17) 

Using (7) we have 

j- r,-jF: (18) 

Multiplying numerator and denominator by the complex 
conjugate of the denominator (1-T,+jri) and separating 
real and imaginary parts yields 

1--2 

(1-f)2+f(i-r +r?(19) 
2ri 

(1 -r,) 2 +r 

Since we wish to plot (19) in the r,-ri plane we rewrite 
these equations as 

1I+r 2 (1+r)2 (20) 

1)2+ xi1)2 x 

Both equations in (20) describe a family of orthogonal 
circles.The upper equation is that of a circle of radius 1/(1 +r) 
whose center is at the position ri = 0, r, = r/('+r). The lower 
equation is a circle of radius I 1/xJ centered at the position 

,= 1, ri = i/x. Figure 8-18a illustrates these circles for a 
particular value of r and x, while Figure 8-1 8b shows a few 
representative values of r and x. In Figure 8-19, we have a 
complete Smith chart. Only those parts of the circles that lie 
within the unit circle in the I plane are considered for passive 
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Figure 8-18 For passive loads the Smith chart is constructed within the unit circle in 
the complex IF plane. (a) Circles of constant normalized resistance r and reactance x 
are constructed with the centers and radii shown. (b) Smith chart construction for 
various values of r and x. 

resistive-reactive loads. The values of 1F(z) themselves are 
usually not important and so are not listed, though they can 
be easily found from (8). Note that all circles pass through the 
point ,. = 1, Ui = 0. 

The outside of the circle is calibrated in wavelengths 
toward the generator, so if the impedance is known at any 
point on the transmission line (usually at the load end), the 
impedance at any other point on the line can be found using 
just a compass and a ruler. From the definition of r(z) in (5) 
with z negative, we move clockwise around the Smith chart 
when heading towards the source and counterclockwise when 
moving towards the load. 
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(b) 

In particular, consider the transmission line system in 
Figure 8-20a. The normalized load impedance is Z, =1+ j. 
Using the Smith chart in Figure 8-20b, we find the load 
impedance at position A. The effective impedance reflected 
back to z = -1 must lie on the circle of constant radius return
ing to A whenever I is an integer multiple of a half 
wavelength. The table in Figure 8-20 lists the impedance at 
z = -- for various line lengths. Note that at point C, where 
I= A/4, that the normalized impedance is the reciprocal of 
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Figure 8-19 A complete Smith chart. 

that at A. Similarly the normalized impedance at B is the 
reciprocal of that at D. 

The current from the voltage source is found using the 
equivalent circuit shown in Figure 8-20c as 

i =1f| sin (wat-4) (21) 

where the current magnitude and phase angle are 

Sj+Vot Im [Z(z = -1)] 
150+Z(z=-)1' ta 50+Re[Z(z=-l)] 

(22) 

Representative numerical values are listed in Figure 8-20. 



50
 

Vosinct Z =50(0 +j) 

z- z=0 (a) 

88
 

Point I Z(z= I) fIiZo/Vo 4 
i= 1l IsIn(wt -#) A 0, A/2 l+j 0.447 26.60 

50 jV0 B A/8 2-j 0.316 -18.4* 
50 +Z(z-1) C A/4 j(1 -j) 0.632 -18.4" 

D 8A .4+.2j 0.707 8.1. 

-jV+ z-z tan- Im(Z(z = -1)) 1
 
-50 + Re(Z(z = -l))J
 

(c) 

Figure 8-20 (a) The load impedance at z = 0 reflected back to the source is found 
using the (b) Smith chart for various line lengths. Once this impedance is known the 
source current is found by solving the simple series circuit in (c). 

615 
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84-4 Standing Wave Parameters 

The impedance and reflection coefficient are not easily 
directly measured at microwave frequencies. In practice, one 
slides an ac voltmeter across a slotted transmission line and 
measures the magnitude of the peak or rms voltage and not 
its phase angle. 

From (6) the magnitude of the voltage and current at any 
position z is 

I (z) =IV1+I I+(z)l 
(23) 

| (z)|= Yof V+ II - R(z) 

From (23), the variations of the voltage and current 
magnitudes can be drawn by a simple construction in the F 
plane, as shown in Figure 8-21. Note again that I V+| is just a 
real number independent of z and that I F(z) S 1 for a passive 
termination. We plot Ii + r(z)l and I - F(z) since these 
terms are proportional to the voltage and current magni
tudes, respectively. The following properties from this con-

Figure 8-21 The voltage and current magnitudes along a transmission line are 
respectively proportional to the lengths of the vectors |I + (z)I and Ii- r(z)I in the 
complex r plane. 
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struction are apparent: 

(i) 	 The magnitude of the current is smallest and the 
voltage magnitude largest when F(z) = 1 at point A and 
vice versa when r(z) = -1 at point B. 

(ii) 	 The voltage and current are in phase at the points of 
maximum or minimum magnitude of either at points A 
or B. 

(iii) 	 A rotation of r(z) by an angle ir corresponds to a 
change of A/4 in z, thus any voltage (or current) maxi
mum is separated by A/4 from its nearest minima on 
either side. 

By plotting the lengths of the phasors I F(z)|, as in 
Figure 8-22, we obtain a plot of what is called the standing 
wave pattern on the line. Observe that the curves are not 
sinusoidal. The minima are sharper than the maxima so the 
minima are usually located in position more precisely by 
measurement than the maxima. 

From Figures 8-21 and 8-22, the ratio of the maximum 
voltage magnitude to the minimum voltage magnitude is 
defined as the voltage standing wave ratio, or VSWR for 
short: 

I (z)I = 1I+L1 =VSWR (24) 
| 0z)|min I -I FL I 

The VSWR is measured by simply recording the largest and 
smallest readings of a sliding voltmeter. Once the VSWR is 
measured, the reflection coefficient magnitude can be cal
culated from (24) as 

VSWR- 1 
IIVSWR + ( 

The angle 4 of the reflection coefficient 

L L26) 

can also be determined from these standing wave measure
ments. According to Figure 8-21, r(z) must swing clockwise 
through an angle 0 + ir as we move from the load at z =0 
toward the generator to the first voltage minimum at B. The 
shortest distance dnin that we must move to reach the first 
voltage minimum is given by 

2kdmin= + r (27) 

or 

4 " 1 	 (28)
ir A 
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Figure 8-22 Voltage and current standing wave patterns plotted for various values of 
the VSWR. 

A measurement of dmia, as well as a determination of the 
wavelength (the distance between successive minima or 
maxima is A/2) yields the complex reflection coefficient of the 
load using (25) and (28). Once we know the complex 
reflection coefficient we can calculate the load impedance 
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from (7). These standing wave measurements are sufficient to 
determine the terminating load impedance ZL. These 
measurement properties of the load reflection coefficient and 
its relation to the load impedance are of great importance at 
high frequencies where the absolute measurement of voltage 
or current may be difficult. Some special cases of interest are: 

(i) 	 Matched line-If rL =0, then VSWR =1. The voltage 
magnitude is constant everywhere on the line. 

(ii) 	 Short or open circuited line-If IrLI = 1, then VSWR 
co. The minimum voltage on the line is zero. 

(iii) 	 The peak normalized voltage 1i(z)/V+1 is 1 +IrLI while 
the minimum normalized voltage is 1-| rLj. 

(iv) 	 The normalized voltage at z =0 is I 1+ r, I while the 
normalized current | i(z)/ Yo V at z = 0 is I1I - r|. 

(v) 	 If the load impedance is real (ZL = RL), then (4) shows 
us that rL is real. Then evaluating (7) at z =0, where 
r(z =0)=r, we see that when ZL > Zo that VSWR= 
ZSJZo while if ZL < Zo, VSWR = Zo/ZL. 

For a general termination, if we know the VSWR and dmin, 
we can calculate the load impedance from (7) as 

+IrLI e 
= ZoZL I1-IrLi e"' 

[VSWR+ 1 +(VSWR - 1) e)*]= Zo[VSWR+ 1 -(VSWR - 1) ej] (29) 

Multiplying through by e-" 2 and then simplifying yields 

j tan (4/2)]
ZL = Zo[VSWR 

S-[1 -j 	 VSWR tan (4/2)] 

_ Z0[1 -j VSWR tan kdmin] (30)
[VSWR - j tan kdmin] 

EXAMPLE 8-2 VOLTAGE STANDING WAVE RATIO 

The VSWR on a 50-Ohm (characteristic impedance) 
transmission line is 2. The distance between successive voltage 
minima is 40 cm while the distance from the load to the first 
minima is 10 cm. What is the reflection coefficient and load 
impedance? 
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SOLUTION 

We are given 

VSWR =2 

21r(10) w 

2(40) 4 

The reflection coefficient is given from (25)-(28) as 

L =3 e 

while the load impedance is found from (30) as 

50(1-2j)
2-j 

=40-30johm 

8-5 STUB TUNING 

In practice, most sources are connected to a transmission 
line through a series resistance matched to the line. This 
eliminates transient reflections when the excitation is turned 
on or off. To maximize the power flow to a load, it is also 
necessary for the load impedance reflected back to the source 
to be equal to the source impedance and thus equal to the 
characteristic impedance of the line, ZO. This matching of the 
load to the line for an arbitrary termination can only be 
performed by adding additional elements along the line. 

Usually these elements are short circuited transmission 
lines, called stubs, whose lengths can be varied. The reactance 
of the stub can be changed over the range from -joO to joO 
simply byvarying its length, as found in Section 8-3-2, for the 
short circuited line. Because stubs are usually connected in 
parallel to a transmission line, it is more convenient to work 
with admittances rather than impedances as admittances in 
parallel simply add. 

8-5-1 Use of the Smith Chart for Admittance Calculations 

Fortunately the Smith chart can also be directly used for 
admittance calculations where the normalized admittance is 
defined as 

Y(z) 1 
YO Z.(z) 
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If the normalized load admittance Y.L is known, straight
forward impedance calculations first require the computation 

Z.L = I/ Y.L (2) 

so that we could enter the Smith chart at Z.L. Then we rotate 
by the required angle corresponding to 2kz and read the new 
Zn(z). Then we again compute its reciprocal to find 

Y.(z)=1/Z.(z) (3) 

The two operations of taking the reciprocal are tedious. We 
can use the Smith chart itself to invert the impedance by using 
the fact that the normalized impedance is inverted by a A/4 
section of line, so that a rotation of 1'(z) by 180* changes a 
normalized impedance into its reciprocal. Hence, if the 
admittance is given, we enter the Smith chart with a given 
value of normalized admittance Y. and rotate by 180* to find 
Z.. We then rotate by the appropriate number of wavelengths 
to find Z.(z). Finally, we again rotate by 1800 to find Y.(z)= 
1I/Z.(z). We have actually rotated the reflection coefficient by 
an angle of 2r+2kz. Rotation by 27r on the Smith chart, 
however, brings us back to wherever we started, so that only 
the 2kz rotation is significant. As long as we do an even 
number of ir rotations by entering the Smith chart with an 
admittance and leaving again with an admittance, we can use 
the Smith chart with normalized admittances exactly as if they 
were normalized impedances. 

EXAMPLE 8-3 USE OF THE SMITH CHART FOR ADMITTANCE 
CALCULATIONS 

The load impedance on a 50-Ohm line is 

Z, = 50(1 +j) 

What is the admittance of the load? 

SOLUTION 

By direct computation we have 

1 1 (1-j) 
ZL 50(1+j) 100 

To use the Smith chart we find the normalized impedance at 
A in Figure 8-23: 

ZL = I +j 
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Figure 8-23 The Smith chart offers a convenient way to find the reciprocal of a 
complex number using the property that the normalized impedance reflected back by 
a quarter wavelength inverts. Thus, the normalized admittance is found by locating 
the normalized impedance and rotating this point by 1800 about the constant I Q'1 
circle. 

The normalized admittance that is the reciprocal of the 
normalized impedance is found by locating the impedance a 
distance A/4 away from the load end at B.: 

Y, = 0.5(-j)=> YL = YYo (I j)/100 

Note that the point B is just 1800 away from A on the 
constant I FL circle. For more complicated loads the Smith 
chart is a convenient way to find the reciprocal of a complex 
number. 
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8-5-2 Single-Stub Matching 

A termination of value ZL = 50(l + j) on a 50-Ohm trans
mission line is to be matched by means of a short circuited 
stub at a distance L from the load, as shown in Figure 8-24a. 
We need to find the line length 11 and the length of the stub 12 

such that the impedance at the junction is matched to the line 
(Zi. =50 Ohm). Then we know that all further points to the 
left of the junction have the same impedance of 50 Ohms. 

Because of the parallel connection, it is simpler to use the 
Smith chart as an admittance transformation. The normal
ized load admittance can be computed using the Smith chart 
by rotating by 180* from the normalized load impedance at A, 
as was shown in Figure 8-23 and Example 8-3, 

Z L = I+j (4) 

to yield 

Y.L = 0.501 -) (5) 

at the point B. 
Now we know from Section 8-3-2 that the short circuited 

stub can only add an imaginary component to the admittance. 
Since we want the total normalized admittance to be unity to 
the left of the stub in Figure 8-24 

Yi.= YI+ Y2= 1 (6) 

when YnL is reflected back to be Y, it must wind up on the 
circle whose real part is 1 (as Y2 can only be imaginary), which 
occurs either at C or back at A allowing L to be either 0.25A at 
A or (0.25 +0.177)A =0.427A at C (or these values plus any 
integer multiple of A/2). Then Y, is either of the following two 
conjugate values: 

_ 
11-j, 1I=0.427A (C) 

For Yi. to be unity we must pick Y2 to have an imaginary 
part to just cancel the imaginary part of Y,: 

j-j, 1 =0.25A 
Y2= 1 .5 (8) 

= 0.427A1,1+, 

which means, since the shorted end has an infinite admit
tance at D that the stub must be of length such as to rotate the 
admittance to the points E or F requiring a stub length L2 of 
(A/8)(E) or (3A/8)(F) (or these values plus any integer multiple 
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Figure 8-24 (a) A single stub tuner consisting of a variable length short circuited line 
12 can match any load to the line by putting the stub at the appropriate distance 1, from 
the load. (b) Smith chart construction. (c) Voltage standing wave pattern. 
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i. 
--- Y1 

.. V. 

Y 2 

V.V 

VSWR = 

-:1, =-.4277, 

Figure 8-24 

of A/2). Thus, the solutions can be summarized as 

or 11 = 0.25A +nA/2, 12 = A/8+ mA/2 (9) 
11 = 0.427A + nA/2, 12 = 3A/8 + mA/2 

where n and m are any nonnegative integers (including zero). 
When the load is matched by the stub to the line, the VSWR 

to the left of the stub is unity, while to the right of the stub 
over the length 11 the reflection coefficient is 

F, = ZnL- Il (10) 
ZnL+l 2+j 

which has magnitude 

FL\ = l/,r=0.447 (I1) 

so that the voltage standing wave ratio is 

Il+I lFLI 6 (12
VSWR= -F 2.62 (12) 

The disadvantage to single-stub tuning is that it is not easy 
to vary the length I,. Generally new elements can only be 
connected at the ends of the line and not inbetween. 

8-5-3 Double-Stub Matching 

This difficulty of not having a variable length line can be 
overcome by using two short circuited stubs a fixed length 
apart, as shown in Figure 8-25a. This fixed length is usually 
IA. A match is made by adjusting the length of the stubs 1, and 
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Figure 8-25 (a) A double stub tuner of fixed spacing cannot match all loads but is 
useful because additional elements can only be placed at transmission line terminations 
and not at any general position along a line as required for a single-stub tuner. (b) 
Smith chart construction. If the stubs are 1A apart, normalized load admittances whose 
real part exceeds 2 cannot be matched. 
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12. One problem with the double-stub tuner is that not all 
loads can be matched for a given stub spacing. 

The normalized admittances at each junction are related as 

Y. = Y + YLYG=V1~YL(13) (3 
Y.= 	Y2+Yb 

where Y, and Y2 are the purely reactive admittances of the 
stubs reflected back to the junctions while Y is the admit
tance of Y. reflected back towards the load by 3A. For a match 
we require that Y, be unity. Since Y2 iA purely imaginary, the 
real part of Y must lie on the circle with a real part of unity. 
Then Y. must lie somewhere on this circle when each point 
on the circle is reflected back by 2A. This generates another 
circle that is 32r back in the counterclockwise direction as we 
are moving toward the load, as illustrated in Figure 8-25b. To 
find the conditions for a match, we work from left to right 
towards the load using the following reasoning: 

(i) 	 Since Y2 is purely imaginary, the real part of Y must lie 
on the circle with a real part of unity, as in Figure 8-25b. 

(ii) 	 Every possible point on Y must be reflected towards the 
load by 1A to find the locus of possible match for Y.. This 
generates another circle that is ir back in the counter
clockwise direction as we move towards the load, as in 
Figure 8-25b. 

Again since Y is purely imaginary, the real part of Y. must 
also equal the real part of the load admittance. This yields two 
possible solutions if the load admittance is outside the 
forbidden circle enclosing all load admittances with a real 
part greater than 2. Only loads with normalized admittances 
whose real part is less than 2 can be matched by the double-
stub tuner of 3A spacing. Of course, if a load is within the 
forbidden circle, it can be matched by a double-stub tuner if 
the stub spacing is different than 3A. 

EXAMPLE 8-4 DOUBLE-STUB MATCHING 

The load impedance ZL = 50(1 +j) on a 50-Ohm line is to 
be matched by a double-stub tuner of 8A spacing. What stub 
lengths 11 and 12 are necessary? 

SOLUTION 

The normalized load impedance Z.L = 1+j corresponds to 
a normalized load admittance: 

Y.L 	= 0.5(1 -j) 
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Figure 8-26 (a) The Smnith chart construction for a double-stub tuner of SA spacing 

with Z,.= I+j. (b) The voltage standing wave pattern. 
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Then the two solutions for Y. lie on the intersection of the 
circle shown in Figure 8-26a with the r = 0.5 circle: 

Y. = 0.5-0.14j 

Y- 2 =0.5- 1.85j 

We then find Y, by solving for the imaginary part of the 

upper equation in (13): 

0.36j=>11=0.305A (F) 

S-l.35j=l1=0.lA (E) 

By rotating the Ya solutions by -A back to the generator 
(270* clockwise, which is equivalent to 90* counterclockwise), 
their intersection with the r = 1 circle gives the solutions for 
Yb as 

Ybi = 1.0-0.72j 

Yb2 = 1.0+2.7j 

This requires Y2 to be 

- IM (Yb) = 0.72j=>1 2 =0.349A (G)Y2 
-2.7j'l> 2 =0.056A (H) 

The voltage standing wave pattern along the line and stubs is 
shown in Figure 8.26b. Note the continuity of voltage at the 
junctions. The actual stub lengths can be those listed plus any 
integer multiple of A/2. 

8-6 THE RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE 

We showed in Section 8-1-2 that the electric and magnetic 
fields for TEM waves have the same form of solutions in the 
plane transverse to the transmission line axis as for statics. The 
inner conductor within a closed transmission line structure 
such as a coaxial cable is necessary for TEM waves since it 
carries a surface current and a surface charge distribution, 
which are the source for the magnetic and electric fields. A 
hollow conducting structure, called a waveguide, cannot pro
pagate TEM waves since the static fields inside a conducting 
structure enclosing no current or charge is zero. 

However, new solutions with electric or magnetic fields 
along the waveguide axis as well as in the transverse plane are 
allowed. Such solutions can also propagate along transmission 
lines. Here the axial displacement current can act as a source 

http:1.0+2.7j
http:S-l.35j=l1=0.lA
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of the transverse magnetic field giving rise to transverse 
magnetic (TM) modes as the magnetic field lies entirely 
within the transverse plane. Similarly, an axial time varying 
magnetic field generates transverse electric (TE) modes. The 
most general allowed solutions on a transmission line are 
TEM, TM, and TE modes. Removing the inner conductor on 
a closed transmission line leaves a waveguide that can only 
propagate TM and TE modes. 

8-6-1 Governing Equations 

To develop these general solutions we return to Maxwell's 
equations in a linear source-free material: 

VxE=-wy-H
8t 

VxH= e
at 

EV-E=0 

p~V-H=O 

Taking the curl of Faraday's law, we expand the double cross 
product and then substitute Ampere's law to obtain a simple 
vector equation in E alone: 

Vx(VxE)=V(V -E)-V 2E 

a 
= -p (V XH) 

a2E 
2y- E(2) = 

Since V - E =0 from Gauss's law when the charge density is 
zero, (2) reduces to the vector wave equation in E: 

a E C =1 
E(3)

V2E=I18E= 2 1,c= 3 
c 

If we take the curl of Ampere's law and perform similar 
operations, we also obtain the vector wave equation in H: 

1 82H 
V2H = I(4)C2at2 
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The solutions for E and H in (3) and (4) are not independent. 
If we solve for either E or H, the other field is obtained from 
(1). The vector wave equations in (3) and (4) are valid for any 
shaped waveguide. In particular, we limit ourselves in this 
text to waveguides whose cross-sectional shape is rectangular, 
as shown in Figure 8-27. 

8-6-2 Transverse Magnetic (TM) Modes 

We first consider TM modes where the magnetic field has x 
and y components but no z component. It is simplest to solve 
(3) for the z component of electric field and then obtain the 
other electric and magnetic field components in terms of E. 
directly from Maxwell's equations in (1). 

We thus assume solutions of the form 

E = Re [E,(x, y) ei(""k=)l (5) 

where an exponential z dependence is assumed because the 
cross-sectional area of the waveguide is assumed to be uni
form in z so that none of the coefficients in (1) depends on z. 
Then substituting into (3) yields the Helmholtz equation: 

a2Ez a2 E, 2 2__ 
2+ 2 kz 2 Pz== (6) 

yx ay c 

b p 

Figure 8-27 A lossless waveguide with rectangular cross section. 
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This equation can be solved by assuming the same product 
solution as used for solving Laplace's equation in Section 4-2-1, 
of the form 

E.(x, y) = X(x) Y(y) (7) 

where X(x) is only a function of the x coordinate and Y(y) is 
only a function of y. Substituting this assumed form of solu
tion into (6) and dividing through by X(x) Y(y) yields 

1 d2 X 1 d k2y W2 
-w+----=k2- (8)

Xdx2 Y dy 2 C2 

When solving Laplace's equation in Section 4-2-1 the right-
hand side was zero. Here the reasoning is the same. The first 
term on the left-hand side in (8) is only a function of x while 
the second term is only a function of y. The only way a 
function of x and a function of y can add up to a constant for 
all x and y is if each function alone is a constant, 

I d2X=-k2 
X &x2 

I d = _k2 
,Y dy2 

where the separation constants must obey the relation 

c (10)kk= k= 
When we solved Laplace's equation in Section 4-2-6, there 
was no time dependence so that w = 0. Then we found that at 
least one of the wavenumbers was imaginary, yielding decay
ing solutions. For finite frequencies it is possible for all three 
wavenumbers to be real for pure propagation. The values of 
these wavenumbers will be determined by the dimensions of 
the waveguide through the boundary conditions. 

The solutions to (9) are sinusoids so that the transverse 
dependence of the axial electric field Ez(x, y) is 

E.(x, y) = (A, sin kx + A 2 cos kx)(B1 sin ky + B2 cos ky) 
(11) 

Because the rectangular waveguide in Figure 8-27 is 
composed of perfectly conducting walls, the tangential 
component of electric field at the walls is zero: 

(x, y =0)= 0, Z.(x =0, y)=0 
(12)

E.(x, y = b)=0, Z.(x = a, y)=0 

These boundary conditions then require that A 2 and B2 are 
zero so that (11) simplifies to 

E(x, y)= E0 sin kAx sin ky (13) 
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where E0 is a field amplitude related to a source strength and 
the transverse wavenumbers must obey the equalities 

k,= mir/a, m= 1, 2, 3, ... 

k, = nsr/b, n = 1, 2,3,. ... 

Note that if either m or n is zero in (13), the axial electric field 
is zero. The waveguide solutions are thus described as TM, 
modes where both m and n are integers greater than zero. 

The other electric field components are found from the z 
component of Faraday's law, where H. = 0 and the charge-
free Gauss's law in (1): 

aE, aEx 

ax 
aExaEy 

Oy 

lEz= 
(15) 

ax ay az 

By taking a/ax of the top equation and alay of the lower 
equation, we eliminate Ex to obtain 

a2E, + 2E, -216a2E,2 2, (6 
ax ay ay az 

where the right-hand side is known from (13). The general 
solution for E, must be of the same form as (11), again 
requiring the tangential component of electric field to be zero 
at the waveguide walls, 

E(x = 0, y)= 0, E,(x = a, y)= 0 (17) 

so that the solution to (16) is 

jk,E0
E,= k+k, sin kx coskyy (18) 

We then solve for Ex using the upper equation in (15): 

- jk~kE0k2k2 cos kx sin ky (19)
2 2 

where we see that the boundary conditions 

(x,y=0)=0, Z(x,y=b)=0 (20) 

are satisfied. 
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The magnetic field is most easily found from Faraday's law 

(x,y)=- VX E(x, y) (21)
IWA 

to yield 

A- I (cE1 aEY\ 
j \ ( ay az I 

j +k2 Eo sin k~x cos ky 

-jwEk, 

+k2E+ sin kx cos k,y 

, - (22)jyaz ax 

k~k2E0 
. 2 2(k+ 2 cos k x sin ky 

jwEk,+ 

-+ ki +k2Y Eo cos kxsin ky 

ff= 0 

Note the boundary conditions of the normal component of H 
being zero at the waveguide walls are automatically satisfied: 

H,(x,y=0)=0, H,(x,y=b)=0 (23) 

H.(x=0, y)=0, ',(x=a, y)=0 

The surface charge distribution on the waveguide walls is 
found from the discontinuity of normal D fields: 

6f(x =0, y)= eP.(x= 0,Y)=- " 2 E sin ky
A+k2 

5f(x = a, y)= -eZ.(x = a, y)= 2 Eo cosmir sin ky 
2 (24) 

5(x, y =0)= EZ,(x, y =0)= k 2 Eo sin kx 

Y E=s(x, y = b)= -eZ,(x, = Eo cos nir sin kx 
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Similarly, the surface currents are found by the discontinuity 
in the tangential components of H to be purely z directed: 

k~k2EO sin k~x
K.(x, y =0) = -. (x, y = 0)-= 2 

jcop(k + k') 

K(x,y b) H(x,y b)- jsk kkoLk2E2)) sin kxcos nin 

2 xk+kY) (25) 
IZ-- I-O- k~k2E0 .(x =0,y)=,(x=0, )= sin k~y

jXyy ,2+ki) 

k k2E0 cos mir sin k~yk,(x = a, y) = -H,(x = a, y) =  jwp(k 2 2)+ ky) 

We see that if m or n are even, the surface charges and 
surface currents on opposite walls are of opposite sign, while 
if m or n are odd, they are of the same sign. This helps us in 
plotting the field lines for the various TM,. modes shown in 
Figure 8-28. The electric field is always normal and the 
magnetic field tangential to the waveguide walls. Where the 
surface charge is positive, the electric field points out of the 
wall, while it points in where the surface charge is negative. 
For higher order modes the field patterns shown in Figure 
8-28 repeat within the waveguide. 

Slots are often cut in waveguide walls to allow the insertion 
of a small sliding probe that measures the electric field. These 
slots must be placed at positions of zero surface current so 
that the field distributions of a particular mode are only 
negligibly disturbed. If a slot is cut along the z direction on 
the y = b surface at x = a/2, the surface current given in (25) is 
zero for TM modes if sin (ka/2) =0, which is true for the 
m = even modes. 

8-6-3 Transverse Electric (TE) Modes 

When the electric field lies entirely in the xy plane, it is most 
convenient to first solve (4) for H.. Then as for TM modes we 
assume a solution of the form 

H = Re [H,(x, y) e)t'^)] (26) 

which when substituted into (4) yields 

2 h + 2 2_ 2) J4H =0 (27)
C2ax2 ay 2 
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Figure 8-28 The transverse electric and magnetic field lines for the TM,1 and TM2 1 modes. The electric field is 
purely z directed where the field lines converge. 
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Again this equation is solved by assuming a product solution 
and separating to yield a solution of the same form as (11): 

H.(x, y) =(A, sin kx + A 2 cos kx)(B, sin ky+B 2 cos ky) (28) 

The boundary conditions of zero normal components of H 
at the waveguide walls require that 

H.(x =0, y)=0, H,(x = a, y)=0 
(29) 

H,(x, y =0)=0, H,(x, y = b)= 0 

Using identical operations as in (15)-(20) for the TM modes 
the magnetic field solutions are 

A jk kHo mr n'ir 
A. =yk sin k~x COS ky, k. = m, k,. 

- jk~k,H0 30 
(30)H,+= k+kcos kx sinyy 

H.= Ho cos k,,x cos ky 

The electric field is then most easily obtained from 
Ampere's law in (1), 

=IV xH (31)
]we 

to yield 

jW6 y az 

- k,k2 H0 
j k2 +k cos k~x sin ky 

- 2 Ho cos k~x sin ky
k 

Z, 1 - (32)
jWE az ax 

kk2H0 )snkxCSk 

jwE (k2 + ky)s ~ o ~ 

=i-2 2 Ho sin kx cos ky 

=0 

We see in (32) that as required the tangential components 
of the electric field at the waveguide walls are zero. The 
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surface charge densities on each of the walls are: 

6f(x = 0, Y) = 6E.(x = 0, Y) = j(,(k2+,*k2 sin k~y)Y 

&(x = a, y)= -dE.(x = a, y)= cos mr sin ky 

. (33)hkk2 H0 ) 
o,(xy=0)=eE,(x,y=0)= jw(k 2k sincx 

k.k2HO
&5(x, y = b) = -eE,(x, y = b)= -2) os n sin kx 

jew.(k.2 ky)csn'sn 

For TE modes, the surface currents determined from the 
discontinuity of tangential H now flow in closed paths on the 
waveguide walls: 

K(x = 0, y)= i. X H(x = 0, y) 

= i.H,(x =0, y)-i,H,(x =0, y) 

K(x = a, y)= -i. X H(x = a, y) 

= -iH,('x = a, y)+iH,.(x = a, y) 

k(x, y 0)= i, X H(x, y =0) 

= -iH. 1 (x, y =0) + i.(x, y = 0) 

k(x, y = b)= -i, X H(x, y = b) 

= i.H(x, y = b) -i..(x, y = b) 

Note that for TE modes either n or m (but not both) can be 
zero and still yield a nontrivial set of solutions. As shown in 
Figure 8-29, when n is zero there is no variation in the fields 
in the y direction and the electric field is purely y directed 
while the magnetic field has no y component. The TE1 and 
TE2 1 field patterns are representative of the higher order 
modes. 

8-6-4 Cut-Off 

The transverse wavenumbers are 

k , k, = b (35)
ab 

so that the axial variation of the fields is obtained from (10) as 

kt-2 =M2 ] -1-
2 

- / T
2

] ( 62 
k,, = .2- (36)-C C~ab(6 
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Figure 8-29 (a) The transverse electric and magnetic field lines for various TE modes. The magnetic field is purely z directed where the field 
lines converge. The TE10 mode is called the dominant mode since it has the lowest cut-off frequency. (b) Surface current lines for the TEIO mode. 
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Figure 8-29 

Thus, although k. and k, are real, A2 can be either pure real or 
pure imaginary. A real value of k represents power flow 
down the waveguide in the z direction. An imaginary value of 
k, means exponential decay with no time-average power flow. 
The transition from propagating waves (k. real) to evanes
cence (k. imaginary) occurs for k. =0. The frequency when . 
is zero is called the cut-off frequency w,: 

&, = c (!r) 2+ n)2]/2(37) 

This frequency varies for each mode with the mode 
parameters m and n. If we assume that a is greater than b, the 
lowest cut-off frequency occurs for the TE10 mode, which is 
called the dominant or fundamental mode. No modes can 
propagate below this lowest critical frequency w~O: 

VTC 0 
(38)W(o =>fO="'-= cHz 

a 21r 2a 

If an air-filled waveguide has a = I cm, then f~o 
1.5x 10'Hz, while if a=10m, then fo=15MHz. This 
explains why we usually cannot hear the radio when driving 
through a tunnel. As the frequency is raised above wco, 
further modes can propagate. 
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The phase and group velocity of the waves are 

/2( flW)2]l.2kP 7'P MWr 2 nr22 

(39)d- k'c2 c 2 2 

Vg -= - = >gV=Cdk, w vp 

At cut-off, vg =0 and vp = c with their product always a 
constant. 

8-6-5 Waveguide Power Flow 

The time-averaged power flow per unit area through the 
waveguide is found from the Poynting vector: 

<S>= - Re (EXX *) 	 (40) 

(a) 	Power Flow for the TM Modes 
Substituting the field solutions found in Section 8-6-2 into 

(40) yields 

<S >= k Re [(Z~i. +Zi,+ZPi) e -'k x (R'* i + H('i,) e+)k*z] 

=I Re [(Z4i 	 - H* )i. +Z.(* i, - I*is)] e-(kj-**1 

(41) 

where we remember that k. may be imaginary for a particular 
mode if the frequency is below cut-off. For propagating modes 
where k. is real so that k. = k*, there is no z dependence in (41). 
For evanescent modes where k. is pure imaginary, the z 
dependence of the Poynting vector is a real decaying 
exponential of the form e-21 k-". For either case we see from (13) 
and (22) that the product of E. with ff. and H, is pure 
imaginary so that the real parts of the x- and y-directed time 
average power flow are zero in (41). Only the z-directed power 
flow can have a time average: 

S >= ~| 2) Re [k, e~(k -***(k cos kx sin2 ky
2(kx +k ) 

+k sin2 kx cos2 kyy)]i. 	 (42) 

If k, is imaginary, we have that <S> = 0 while a real k, results 
in a nonzero time-average power flow. The total z-directed 
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power flow is found by integrating (42) over the cross-
sectional area of the waveguide: 

<P>= <S.>dxdy 

wekabE( 
8(k2+k,) (43) 

where it is assumed that k. is real, and we used the following 
identities: 

sin 2 mo dx a (I m_ I 
si- a dx=--mlT\2 --- 4sin ala )1Jo a 0 

_ a/2, m#0 

a, m=0 

For the TM modes, both m and n must be nonzero. 

(b) Power Flow for the TE Modes 
The same reasoning is used for the electromagnetic fields 

found in Section 8-6-3 substituted into (40): 

<S > =1 Re [(Z.ix + Zii,) e~1**z x (14 i +fl ig +Bfl* ) j*z 

- 2 Re [(EZ.H* - E,H* )i. - H (E iy - Ei.)] e-(k=-*)z 
(45) 

Similarly, again we have that the product of H* with Z. and 
E, is pure imaginary so that there are no x- and y-directed 
time average power flows. The z-directed power flow reduces to 

<S!>=- (k 2 COS 2 k~x sin2 ky
S2 Yk+k) 

+k sin2 k x cos 2 ky) Re (k, e~(- k) (46) 

Again we have nonzero z-directed time average power flow 
only if k. is real. Then the total z-directed power is 

(olyk.abH( 
a b + m,n#0 

<P>= f <S,> dxdy= 8(.+' (47)
0. kabH, (47= 
4(k+2)morn 
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where we again used the identities of (44). Note the factor of 
2 differences in (47) for either the TEO or TEO, modes. Both 
m and n cannot be zero as the TEOO mode reduces to the 
trivial spatially constant uncoupled z-directed magnetic field. 

8-6-6 Wall Losses 

If the waveguide walls have a high but noninfinite Ohmic 
conductivity a-,., we can calculate the spatial attenuation rate 
using the approximate perturbation approach described in 
Section 8-3-4b. The fields decay as e", where 

a=I < > (48)
<P>2 

where <Pa.> is the time-average dissipated power per unit 
length and <P> is the electromagnetic power flow in the 
lossless waveguide derived in Section 8-6-5 for each of the 
modes. 

In particular, we calculate a for the TEO mode (k.= 
r/a, A,=0). The waveguide fields are then 

$= ofisin -rx+cos7ai
in a ai 

E=- ~AHo sin -Mi 
IT a (49) 

The surface current on each wall is found from (34) as 

k(x = 0, y) =k(x = a, y) =-Hoi 

( IaI) (50)
K(x, y=0)= -K(x, y =b)= HO -i.-- sin -+i. cos1!

-

With lossy walls the electric field component E. within the 
walls is in the same direction as the surface current propor
tional by a surface conductivity o-8, where 8 is the skin depth 
as found in Section 8-3-4b. The time-average dissipated power 
density per unit area in the walls is then: 

<P(x = 0, y)>= <Pd(x = a, y)> 

=2ARe (E. I*)=H 
2 o.8 (51) 

<P(x, y = 0)> =<P(x, y b)> 

=_ _( k~a -_ 

2 o.8[\ )/ a aJ 
_I HO !) 2 sinsin 1rX +2 _rcos2 1 

The total time average dissipated power per unit length 
<Pd> required in (48) is obtained by integrating each of the 
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terms in (51) along the waveguide walls: 
b 

<Pd>= [<P(x =0, y)>+<P(x = a, y)>] dy 

+2<Pd(x,y=0)>+<P(x,y=b)>]dx 

H b H a _ I=+_2 cosS2 dx 

0-.8 + 0 	 J. L si/ a a ] 

=- b+ak a 2 _ H![b a(w2 (52)
o-.8 2[\ir/ J Ja.8L 2\irec2 

while the electromagnetic power above cut-off for the TEo 
mode is given by (47), 

=W k.abH, (53) 
4(7r/a)2 

so that 

)[ a( ( 2a2((<Pb)2r2 -TbS2 

a=- = 	 (54)

2 <P> wpabko-.8 
where 

)=--> a (55) 

8-7 DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE 

We found in Section 7-10-6 for fiber optics that elec
tromagnetic waves can also be guided by dielectric structures 
if the wave travels from the dielectric to free space at an angle 
of incidence greater than the critical angle. Waves prop
agating along the dielectric of thickness 2d in Figure 8-30 are 
still described by the vector wave equations derived in Section 
8-6-1. 

8-7-1 TM Solutions 

We wish to find solutions where the fields are essentially 
confined within the dielectric. We neglect variations with y so 
that for TM waves propagating in the z direction the z 
component of electric field is given in Section 8-6-2 as 

Re [A 2 e e kWz) ' ], x :d 

&(xt)= 	 Re [(Al sin kx+B1 cos kx) eit"'--z*], Ixl5d (1) 
Re [As e"(x*d) e t-hz ], xe5 -d 
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mode mode 
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2d cosk, x sinkx 

-d 

e'( x+d) 

Eo, P0 

Figure 8-30 TE and TM modes can also propagate along dielectric structures. The 
fields can be essentially confined to the dielectric over a frequency range if the speed of 
the wave in the dielectric is less than that outside. It is convenient to separate the 
solutions into even and odd modes. 

where we choose to write the solution outside the dielectric in 
the decaying wave form so that the fields are predominantly 
localized around the dielectric. 

The wavenumbers and decay rate obey the relations 

kx +k. = l~t ((2)
a2 2 2~ 

The z component of the wavenumber must be the same in all 
regions so that the boundary conditions can be met at each 
interface. For propagation in the dielectric and evanescence in 
free space, we must have that 

&o/wop < k(<)El (3) 

All the other electric and magnetic field components can be 
found from (1) in the same fashion as for metal waveguides in 
Section 8-6-2. However, it is convenient to separately consider 
each of the solutions for E, within the dielectric. 

(a) Odd Solutions 
If E, in each half-plane above and below the centerline are 

oppositely directed, the field within the dielectric must vary 
solely as sin kxx: 

A 2 e "' x d 

Z = A I sin kx, \x\ ! d (4) 

A,, e"(x*d), x-s-d 
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Then because in the absence of volume charge the electric 
field has no divergence, 

- A2 e~"* x;?! d 
a 

aZ4 jk
jk.E> E. - A, cos kx, I xj - d (5)

ax kx 

kA, e""d), x! -d 
a 

while from Faraday's law the magnetic field is 

1 aE 
A,= - - -jkZ --. 

jweoA2 e--d), x-d 

.eaj (6) 
coskx, IxI d 

jweoAs e"(x+d), x5 -d 
a 

At the boundaries where x = :d the tangential electric and 
magnetic fields are continuous: 

E.(x = Ed-)= E(x =*d+)> A1 sin k~d = A 2 

-A, sin kd=A 3 

-jO)EA 1 --jouoA 2 (7)
H,(x =d-)= H,(x =d+) > Icos k~d =

k a 

-jweA 1 jweoA3cos k,d = 
k, a 

which when simultaneously solved yields 

A 2 sa 
- = sin kU =-cos kd

eok,.A-1 
=>a =a=-k.tankd (8)

As3Ea 6 
-= -sink~d = -cos kd 
A I Eokx 

The allowed values of a and k. are obtained by self-consis
tently solving (8) and (2), which in general requires a 
numerical method. The critical condition for a guided wave 
occurs when a =0, which requires that kd = nr and k.= 
w 2E The critical frequency is then obtained from (2) as 

2 kx (nir/d)2 
= - (9)

EA - LoAo E - Eo/o 
Note that this occurs for real frequencies only if elL > Eo.o. 
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(b) Even Solutions 
If E. is in the same direction above and below the dielectric, 

solutions are similarly 

B2 -a(x~d, x 2 d 
Z.= Bcoskx, Ix|5d (10) 

B3 e*(x+d), x:s -d 

jkB -a(x-d)l 

. jk, 

-zB2e , x -d 

a 

k
-,=1 sin kx, 	 (12)B |xI-5d 

0 EB" x5.a(,+d) -d 
a 

Continuity of tangential electric and magnetic fields at x = td 
requires 

B 1 cos kd = B2 , B, cos kd = B 

B, sinkd= B2, w sin kd =jeoBs (13)
k a , a 

or 
B2 ea 
S=coskd =- - sin kd 
B Sok :: a =-- cot kd 	 (14) 

B =coskd = - - sin kd 
B, EAk 

8-7-2 TE Solutions 

The same procedure is performed for the TE solutions by 
first solving for Hz. 

(a) 	Odd Solutions 

(A2 e-a(2~), x &d 
(15)

Ix|s d
sin(kx,A 2A,A3 a"x"d), x:5 -- d 
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AAe-O"', 
a 

x~d 

H= -Alcoskx, \xi d (16) 

a 

A (x""*), x--d 

a 
-a~x-d) 

E,= kAcoskx,
A2 

\xl d (17) 

a 
AA3ea'", x5-d 

where continuity of tangential E and H across the boundaries 
requires 

a = k tan k~d (18) 

(b) Even Solutions 

B2 e- , x z d 
H, B, coskx, k xI d (19) 

- Be ~'(+d), x s -d 

a 

-B e'**, \x\ :5di= -B, sin kx, x25-d (20) 

k 
-"B3 e"+'), x 5 -d 
a 

k. 
where a and A. are related as 

a=-, k.cot k.d (22) 
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PROBLEMS 

Section 8-1 
1. Find the inductance and capacitance per unit length and 
the characteristic impedance for the wire above plane and two 
wire line shown in Figure 8-3. (Hint: See Section 2-6-4c.) 

2. The inductance and capacitance per unit length on a 
lossless transmission line is a weak function of z as the dis
tance between electrodes changes slowly with z. 

Re(Voe"'t Rewoj-')L(s), C(z) 

0 1 

(a) For this case write the transmission line equations as 
single equations in voltage and current. 

(b) Consider an exponential line, where 

L(z) = Lo e"', C(z)= Co ea2 

If the voltage and current vary sinusoidally with time as 

v(z, t) = Re [i(z) e"'], i(z, 1) = Re [i(z) e""'] 

find the general form of solution for the spatial distributions 
of i(z) and f(z). 

(c) The transmission line is excited by a voltage source 
Vo cos wt at z =0. What are the voltage and current dis
tributions if the line is short or open circuited at z = I? 

(d) For what range of frequency do the waves strictly 
decay with distance? What is the cut-off frequency for wave 
propagation? 

(e) What are the resonant frequencies of the short 
circuited line? 

(f) What condition determines the resonant frequencies of 
the open circuited line. 

3. Two conductors of length I extending over the radial 
distance a:5 r:5 b are at a constant angle a apart. 

(a) What are the electric and magnetic fields in terms of the 
voltage and current? 

(b) Find the inductance and capacitance per unit length. 
What is the characteristic impedance? 
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